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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
XXXVI

VOL.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER
4MSSSSSMSISMIMSIM
Tempting Bargains

in

,

CARPETS AND RUGS
FAIR,

19. 1907

William Thomas, who has been
A cement sidewalk is in the proThe Holland Sugar company is
playing at Jenison Park for the sea- cess of construction on the north
ready for a large yield of beets. It
son, has now joined the battalion side of the campus on Tenth street.
band

at

plays elery evening.

The Holland High school footthe Muskegon
High school team at that place
Saturday. A week later Grand
Haven High school team will play
ball tesm will play

We

have just received the 1 irgeat and roost complete assortment
Room eir.e Rugs ever brought to Holland. Strong statement? We’ll stand by it. Our reputation stands back of every

Perfect

offering.

Fitting

expects to begin operations about
east October 15. Although the crops in
side, on Columbia avepue. The this part of the country are late on
sand bank south of the De Hope account of tne late spring, the beets
printingoffice is being fully-graded don't seem to have suffered much*
so as to form a graceful slope to
It is expected that there will be a
the street.
larger yield of beets than ever beLuke Lugers and several others fore. Many improvements have
have purchased the iiummer home been made during the summer in
of Mrs. J. B. Humphrey, deceased, and around the sugar plant and the
ou the south side of Macatawr bay. company will be enabled to take care
The place contains 20 acres and of the beets without trouble or de-

Grand Rapids, where he Another will be

WEEK SEfil 23-28

of 9x12

No. 87

the local team here.

laid

on the

Henry Honderman, living at 25
East Tenth Street, has rented the
east half of ’Miss Jennie R. Ranter’s
has some of the finest buildingson
house on East Eighth street, and it in this locality.

Glasses

lay.

will take possession at once.

Eye*

Special Fair

Examined Free.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Week Bargains

95
50
50
85
Royal Wiltons ...................... 34 95
Kymrie Wiltons ......................40 00
9xl2'Seikirk Wiltons ......................50 00

9x12
9x12
9x12
9x12
9x12
9x12

, A significant result of the celebra;
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs- tion is the suggestion which is
Prof. James Sutphen, of Hope
day evenings of this week Rev. S. meeting with universal approval
college, has purchased a strip of
A. Hanwell, presidentof the Mich that there should be some appropriproperly on College avenue beigan conference of the Wesleyan ate memorial to the two leaders in
tween Tenth and Eleventh streets,
church delivers a course of three the colonization of Zeeland, Van der
comprising part of W. Brusse’s lot
lectures on "The Bible Plan of the Meulen and Vander Luyster. The
and |jart of W. C. Walsh's lot.
Ages,” with special reference to prevailing opinion seems to favor
Friends of Miss Anna Dutton have Jewish history and prophecy and the erection of a memorial arch at
a chancy to show their friendship in the general conditions of church the entrance to the Zeeland cemetery
a substantialway by giving her and state. These lectures are il- where both leaders are buried. This
their support in the contest offered lustrated by a large chart, 9 by 16 matter will come before the executive
b^the Wdfcans Home Companion. feet, showing the dispensationsor committee for final consideration
The prize i4‘iU>ony and cart. Miss ages from the creation of mao to and decision— Zeeland Record.
Duttca has no* over 100 counts in close of the millennial age.
this contest ani'Jiasa good chance to
In the Michigan exhibit at JamesOne of the unique attractions at
win before the contest doses on Sep- the Holland fair will be the per- town the city of Holland has the
tember 30. Eacn yearly subscripformances of “Zella, the Frog largest number and the most com-

Tapestry Brussels Rugs ............. $ 18
Roxburry Brussels Rugs ...............22
Axminster Rugs .....................
22
Velvet Rugs ....................... 24

W.R. Stevenson
Optical Specialist

;

24 E. 8th Street.

Holland.

tion of

$1.00 given four counts.

'

Dast month the gkperioteud^nts
of the poor in Allegat^ drcW on the
oor fund for £851.8?, of which
^632^ was for house and farm
expenses and $218.28 forfpcal aid
by township. , -

10 per cent discounton all carpets sold during Fair Week.
prices of materials advancing, we are glad to be able to announce these money saving prices.

With

Holland City News.
PublUhed every TNurtiay. Term Jl. 60 per year
with a ducount of 60 c to thou paying tn Advance

The Rev.

froost, to whbtp a
was extended from the Fouhh
Reformed church of this city, has
given his answer. Rev. Troost,
though he likes the field and church
hpre, feels- that at the present
time his duty is in his present pastorate. His congregation is building a new church and taking several important steps, which, Mr.
IVoost believes, demands his presence there.
call

MULDER BR.OJ. d WHELAN. PUBLISHER.!
Rates of Advertising made known upon application. Bollabd Crrr News Printing House
UootA Kramer Bid*.. 8th street. Holland. Mich

CITY

Mind Your

/

VICINITY.

Suh was born Tuesday morning
Mr. and Mrs. Milo De Vries,

"A

t to

P’s and Q’s

AND

Dr. W. H. Winter is building a
handsome new residence on West

Thirteenthstreet.

FOR PRICE

is

the wonder and

plete exhibit of any city in the state.

he has Throe of Holland's distinctiveinappeared. He gives the closest dustries areoshown at the exposition
bending and most original acts of while not another city has three ex-

which

contortionin the world. The won- hibits. One exhibit shows the
Zella have manufacture of wooden shoes from
never been surpassed, and the vis- the tree to the finished article. Another shows the sugar industry from
itors at the fair will be able to see
the beet to the table product. The
all this free of charge each day bethird
is the exhibit of the Holland
tween the heats of the races.
Rusk company, which shows the
The fog signal that will be in- process of the manufacture of rusk.
To those people of Holland who have
stalled in the harbor entrance at
Macatawa Park, has arrived and been to the exposition and have seen
derful performances of

soon as possible. the three exhibits , they are a matThe fog signal has for a long time ter of the greatest pride. To the
people of other cities it was a matbeen felt to be a necessity, and by
ter of comment that Holland led the
its aid the vessels will be enabled
state.
to make the harbor more safely.
will be put in as

14 year old son

si

'I he DePree Chemical com:
have moved into their new bnc
block on Central avenue.

I

D.

Sytzema of Zeeland has

left

the Netherlands where he will
look after the estate of his father
who died about three weeks ago.
for

Bernard Rosendahl, for the past

“Q”

Zella

State Railroad Commissioner
The board of health is constantly
Glasgow
was in Holland Monday
makiaK more preparations to sue-the Rev. A. J. Luther of the M.
with
the officials of the Fere Mar
cessfully' enforce their regulations
; church, was seriously injured this
quette railway company.
that will go into effect September
morning by a fall from a wagon on 22. Full pow»r has been given to Mr. Glasgow was met by Mayor
which he was riding, the wheels of the board to enforce the regula- VanPuften, Alderman Stephan and
which passed over his body, injuring
City Clerk VanEyck and the crosstions it has made, and it expects
ings were examined so that Mr.
his spine and badly bruising his ento make some sweeping changes in
tire right side and chest. Although
the backyard conditions of some Glasgow had had an opportunity
to see how well the company had
the injuries are painful they are not
places. Almost all the people are
dangerous.
carried out his orders. The Alleheartily in favor of any changes
gan crossing was one which -interthat the board may see fit to make,
Will Huyser will discontinue his knowing as they do that it acts in- ested the city officials.They urged
work as carrier on the rural route telligently for the best interests of that the railroad company make
the crossingwider and clear away
and will study medicine at the Uni- all.
all obstructions. This and the
versity of Illinois. He will be aclowering of the hill by the brick
companied by C. Bonne who also inBert Slagh, formerly of North Holcompany
was agreed to by the
tends to take a medical course. P. land but now living in Zeeland, has
railroad
commissioner.
YerMeulen and Edw. Huuderman brought suit for $5,000 damages for
Olin Luther, the

“P”

Man."

talk of every city in

FOR QUALITY

three years

;

market
a

of

River stieet aftera week's vacation.

|

Our Store Stands For Both.

employed at the meat
W. VanderVeer,will take
position with J. Den Herder’s on

;

!

The Holland day at the Fair this
made a greater success
than it was last year. It will be on

year will be

Friday of Fair

week.

All the stores

H

will also study medicine though not
malpractice against Dr. Van Don
to give all the fully decided where they will enter.
Zeeland pt ople are very much
Berg of North llollond. It may be
employes a chance to attend the c-Zeeland Record. All of these
interested in the encroachment
remembered by some that Bert Slagh
Fair.
young men are graduates of the pre- broke his arm, ami Dr. VandenBerg case of Lage vs. Kuite that will
come up in the next term of circuit
John W. Van Zamen, Mannes paratory department of Hope College and some other doctors set it, and
court. Almost a year ago Mr. Lage
and
are well known here.
A. Stegemao, Philip Yonker and
the arm is stiff. This is his right
started to build a brick building
A. VanPeursem|of last year’s senarm, and he cannot get his arm to
next to Thurston’s barber shop. A
A
very
sad
accident
occurred
in
ior class of Hope college left Monhis mouth, and is crippled for life.
few weeks later the east wall was
day for New Brunswick, N. J., Trowbridge last week Wednesday This was a suit commenced in the
up six feet. It is still six feet high
where they will conti lue their night. The fifteen-} ear old son of Circuit court for the County of Otafter almost a year of lying idle.
Mrs.
McLaws
was
cleaning
his
gun,
studies.
tawa on the 14th day of September,
1 be roof of the barber shop over
a new one bis mother had just pur- 1907.
hung the wall a few inches. Lage
Isaic Kouw, who has been with chased for him, and it was accidentdeclared Kuite was encroaching
John Weersing for the past year, has ally discharged,killing his thirteenMrs. W. D. Rottsch ifer, 144 East
and should move back td give him
resignedhis position and his pur y ear -old sister,who stood a few feet
Sixteenth street, died last Thursday
a chance to put up his wall. Thurchased the office fixtures of Attorney away watching him. The two had
afternoonafter a ten days’ illness
ston declared Lage was encroachL. Y. DeVries, where he will con- been hunting during the day and
with pleural pneumonia. The deing and should build his wall
duct a general real estate and insur- reached home but a short time beceased was 50 years of age, and came
farther back if he were going to
ce business. I Mr. DeVries leaves fore. The charge struck the girl
here from the Netherlandsseveral
build at all. Injunctions were sefor Seattle next month, where he under one eye and death was inyears ago- She is survived by a
will open up an office.
stantaneous The mother and son husband and five children, one cured and the whole proposition
was tied up and has. remiined so
are frantic with grief. Mr. McLaws,
daughter, Maggie, and four sons, ever since.
The half hour service on the G.
who is step father to the children, Benjamin. William, Henry and
R., H. & C. railway between here
was working in Indiana, but arrived Dick. The funeral was held Monand Grand Rapids was discontinhome last night. The funeral will day at 1:15 at the house, and 2
One of the earliest mail carriers
ued Monday morning. Hourly
be held Saturday from the home in o’clock at the Ninth street Christian in Michigan, a man who carried
service will be given now, the first
charge of Undertaker Post.
Reformed church, Rev. A. Keizer of- mail between Grand Haven and
car leaving here at 5:35 a. m., and
will close at noon

Hair Barrettes and Brooches for Women
Chains and Fobs for Men.

Geo.4L Huizinga,

58 East 8th St.
Phone 1521

Citz.

«

\
i

Go To

School and

C. A. Stevenson
Thu

Old Reliable Jeweler.

oitico Clocks

FOR
Oak cases, dials 12 inches

Birthday

in diameter, large figures,

AND

and long wood pendelura
rods which insures good
time keeping. We warrant

Wedding

them to be perfectlysatisfactory, $4.00

to

$5.50.

Presents.
24 L Eighth Street
Holland, Hich.

HARDIE
The Jeweler

MMMMeeeeeeeMM+e
Knew a Good Investment.
A great investment,absolutely
A
California woman married a man
safe, brings returns that nothing
who had lost both legs and an arm
else can; giving surplus earning
In a railroad wreck, and then she enpower; securing comfort an2 health gineered the lawsuit whereby he got a
in your declining years. That’s verdict of 1100,000 damages. And yet
what Hollister'sRocky Mountain they say that woman has no head for
Tea does. 35 cents, Tea or Tab- business.

lets.

Haan

Bros.

ficiating.
thereafter. On the
H. A. Coucoulas, who lives on
Saugatuck division a two hour serrural route No. 6, was in town this
More surf men are wanted in the
vice will be maintained, the first
morning and brought with him an life saving service of the United
car leaving at 5-30 a. m.
apple blossom from one of his trees States and Captain Van Welden of
Rev. A. J. Luther who has for which he presented to Richard H. the life saving station at Macatawa
Post. The tree from which the has received notice that in addition
the past four years been pastor of
blossom was taken is In full bloom to the regular examination for surf
the Methodist church here, has been
with a second crop of blossoms. men another examination will be
appointed pastor of the church at
Lake Odessa. He will be succeeded Earlier in the year Mr. Coucoulas held in this district, the receipt of
found the tree to be in a dying con- applicationsto close Octobeer 5.
by Rev. N. F. Jenkins of Mason.
dition and he resolved to experi- Captain VanWelden is urged to use
Rev. Jenkins is a man about GO years
ment by injecting medicine into it. every influence to secure persons
of age and is said to be a worthy
Strangely enough the tree soon be- who are qualifiedfor the service.
successor to Rev. Luther who has
gan
to show results and now he has To be qualified as a life saver,
become very popular here.
an apple tree in full September applicantsmust be citizens of the
bloom and if the weather continues United States, not under 18 nor
Gerrit Oudennolen, Albert Huiskwarm he may have a second crop over 45 years of age.- They must
en and Benjamin Ebbelink of this
of apples. Mr. Coucoulas is not be at least 5 feet 6 inches in height,
city who have made a three months’
the only one however who has and not less than 135 nor more
visit to the Netherlands,have just
wonders in his orchard. Last week than 205 pounds in weight. They
returned home. These gentlemen
B. Mulder south of Zeeland, dis- must be residents .of the district in
report a very fine trip and an enjoycovered a tree in his beautiful which they wish to serve, and
able stay in the mother country.
orchard on which there was fruit must be able to read and write the
Mr. Oudermolen still has many reland at the same lime it was in full English language. They must be
atives in the Netherlands, and his
bloom, and all this by the regular good swimmers and have had at
visit was a looking up of old ac
process cf nature without the aid of least three years experience as surf
quaintances.
medicine.
man, sailor or boat man.

every hour

Manistee

as early

as 1851

i8

Henry

A. Danville of Copemish. He
came to^Manistee in 1851 and that
mail from
there. He was the first overland

year startedcarrying
the

mail carrier to go out of that place.

His route was from Manistee to
Grand Haven and he made the trip
on foot taking about three days and
the same length of time to come
back. He carried the pouch on his
back, stopping at every house and
collecting his pay as he delivered.
He gathered in the mail as he went
along. This he feft at Grand Haven
and carried back whatever mail
there was here. There was no road
and he must keep within sight of
Lake Michigan, going through the
sand or over the ice banks. He
had many experiences in the two
years he carried the mails along
this lonely lake shore through the
then dense wilderness. Often he
saw wolves, bears and panthers.
Recently he and his wife celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary.
— Grand Ha/en Tribnne,

5

news

hollas u orn1

4

COEEESPONDBNCB

MUHit

The Canal Zw.

Beaverdam,

The high wages paid make it a
mighty temptationto our young ar
tisans to j jin the force of skilkd
work m* n needed to construct ill*
Fanama Canal. Many are restrained
however by the fear of levers and
malaria. . It is the knowing ortes
those who have used EKcttic Bitters, who go there without th s
fear, well knowing they are sale
from mslarious Ffli^n'e with
Electric Bitters on hand. Cures
Blood poison too, hiliourness,
weakness and ail stomach, liv r and
kidney troubles. Guaratr.eed b\
Walsh Drug Co druggist. 5 c.

Public Auction.
A public sale will be held at the
Hrm of P. J. Lindblad, Monday,
Mr. and Mr*J. J. Schut from Sept. 30, 1907, at 9 o’clock a. m.
The Young Couple had spent the
Hudscnvillespent Sunday with The farm is situated on the town day looking for a house that would
line six miles north of Holland next suit their desires and their Young
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Dal man from to Vanden Betg’s place. Every- Couple purse. At length they thought
Miss Minnie Beldt spent Sunday with her parents.

,

eer.
SO

Holland City

.ill

Spring Hate
woolens

|

We

1

_

1

We

Among

who had the pleasure of attendingthe Grand Rapids
fair are: Mr. and Mrs. Johu Ny-

kamp, Mr. and Mrs.

William

Nykamk,
George De Haan and Herman
Veutiak, Messrs. Benj.

Rooks
Mr. and Mrs Jake Weersing have
returned from Cascade, Montana.
They have been visiting with rela
tives for a few weeks and have now
located in Grand Rapids where Mr.
Weersirg attends the Theological
School

Mm

United States.

those

.

“ ‘I don't think that It is necessary
for us to go upstairs,’ said Miss Blink.
To feel strong, have good appe“ 'Mrs. BUuky added:
and take no other.
tite and digestion, sleep sound. y
“ ‘We would never consider buying
Sid enjoy life, use Burdock Blood
Dyspepsia is Americas’s curse. 1 house where the woman of the Bitters, the great system tonic and
Burdock Blood Bitters conquers house’— she didn't say ‘lady’— leaves builder.
dyspepsia every time. It drives out her oil rags like that.’
“At the time I thought this manifest- STATE OK MICHIGAN. Tba Probat#Cear
impurities, tones the stomach,
ation was only a bit of odd prejudice. P>t th*. County of Ottawa.
makes perfect digestion,normal I determined to stick to Miss Blink
At a ffiolon if anil) court. h*M at the Prf
weight and good health.
and Mrs. Bllnky, for I thought that t«te oltice. In the City of Qrami Haven, u
sak! county, on the iMh day of Sept.. A.
Itching, bleeding, protruding or when they did like a place they *ould
like It good and hard aad be willingto D. 1W»7.
blind piles yield to D jin's O.ntPresent; HON. EDWARD P. KIRBY.
pay a good price.
ment. Chronic cases soon relieved,
Jothre of Probate“But another occasion soon gave me
muttrr of the eatate of
finally cured. Druggists all sell it.
a glimmer. We were looking at a
Cynthia Hattereley, Deceased.
house much too pretentious for the
Doan's Regulets cur-j constipa- people who were living In it. wno were Wm. Huttnraly biivimr flled In said court his

Remember the name — Doan's

time.

number

Our school has fully commenced
again. About seventy-fivepupils
are enrolled in both rooms. We

ed or unfurnished, whether heat or

Crisp.
*Wicher Brouwer is remodeling
his house.
r Borr— to Mr.
Timm or, a hoy.

and Mrs Jacob

of rooms,

woman came down
and went with us through It. Every
thing seemed to be going well when
there came a howl from a small do
serted baby on the upper floor.
“Mrs. BUnky’s maternal instinctas
wild to sell. The

serted

Itself.

‘Young woman,’ said she, ‘get hark
to that baby. You are anxious to scl
your house, but you shouldn't neglect
”

wheat.

their

good

con-

dition on account of the rain we
last week.

had

The

Ine

soil is in a

agents had good luck in
this vicinity. They induced several
farmers to buy a silo.
silo

and Mrs.

Gerrit Van der
Meulen of Holland were the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bazan Sunday.
Mr.

Everything in

Gms mshlngs lor Mop 01 Taste
Sluyter & Dykema,
Successorsto Sluyter & Cooper.

and Furnishers.

Tailors. Hatters

Holland Markets.

WANT WHI8T PLAYER BACK.
Chaplain

Price* Paid *o Farmer*.

PHOIHTCK.

Had Been Baniahedto Monastery by Superior.

The Metropolitan of Petersburg,
ArchbishopAntoni, has succeeded Itt
earning the hatred of the card play-

Butter,per

Em.

.......................
......

lb

per doz

FMaioe#. per

.............................17
Ini ..... .new...... ............ so

Beans, hand picked,per bu .................
1 50

BEEF. PORK. KTU.

Cbloten*. live per B> ..................
12
ers of all Russia.
Lari .......................................
10
Every one plays cards In Peters- Pork.dvewed. per lb ......................
burg. man, woman and child. The mutton, dressed ...... .................j.j
chief game among the upper classes Turkey's Uve ............................ 13
..................... ..... ... fl.fl 4
Is vlnt, a word which means “screw.”

Bwf

It is whist with the screw on. *
Probably the most perfect vlnt player in the Russian capital was Fr.
Komendantoff, the chaplain of oue
of the large grammar schools.His
play was so admirablethat he was
often Invited out to aristocratic gatherings. where he would play for the entertainment of the company.
The fame of this priest at length
reached the ears of the metropolitan
and as this dignitary was of opinion
that a priest'sfame should rest on
some more solid foundation he sen-

tenced him to banishment for ten(
years to a remote monastery on an'
island In the White sea.
The sensationIn Petersburg may
be Imagined. A petition is now befog circulated begging the metropolitan to be merciful and to allow Petersburgto retain Its darling.
The petition has already been signed by three grand dukes, six grand
duchessesand over 40 titled persons

.

GRAIN.

Wheat ..... red ...............
#1
Oats, white cnoice .............. old Dr, new 40
R>e ..........................

69
Buckwheat' ..................................
51
Corn. Bus, ...... . .................... shelled ftl
Bariev. 100® ...... ...................... 1 00

-I.OUR IN
Price

t»

*

FRED.

coflMiiu»r«.

'‘Little Wonder" flour. r*r

barrel
5 30Ground Feed 23 per hundred. liS 30 per ton
Corn Meal, unbolted. 1 li per hundred, 21.00
pel ton
1

Corn Meal, bolted per

Darrel

Jifl-

Ulddilnffal25 per bundred'UOOperton
Bran I 20 per buniln d, 21 uj per tun

Bear*

.0 M'k

the

I

Liitfers

O

X3.

KM

Z
Hw

&

jSL
/.lw3)S

Bougjlt

Miles

belonging to the aristocracy and the
foreign diplomatic corps. A sentence
In this curious petition runs as fol, Fesl Estate Dtalers.
lows:
“Fr. Komendantoff has been an InCHEAP—
good
fluence for good In society,and many
onse
and
largo
lot
on
Thirteenth
have been attracted to the church by
street between Pine and Maple.
his polished bearing.”
This place is a gennino bargain and

A

FOR SALE

SNAKE’S

CROWN OF THORNS.

must

be sold at* once.
1

Another fine property on West
14th street that' we can offer at a.
Reputation.
price that you, cannot resist if yon
are looking; for a first class place at
His friends sometimes called him a a very low price. A ten room house
Nature faker, but he always strenu- and large lot, all in ficrt-clftescondifinal administration account, and his petition ously denied the charge.
tion.
prayiDK for the allowance thereof"nd for the as
“Then.” he resumed, “we went to
We have- several other genuine
sfifnmcntan<l disfibutlonof the residue of Southern California,and in certain
the said estate.
wild and lonely trails the rattler's bargnins-in- the western part of the
It is Ordered, that the
crown of thorns strangely Impressed city and atithe various Parks between
14th day of Oct. A. D. 1907,
us.’’
Holland and Lake Michigan. If you
at, ten o'clockin the forenoon,at sakl probate
"Now, now!” they warned him. want a farm or city or resort propofllce.be and is hereby apiwinted for examining “ ‘The rattler's crown of thorns’ has
and allowingsaid accounts and bearing said a steep sound. You know the erty, you. make a isistake if you buybefore you see us.
petition;
charge that has been brought against
11 ,» further orvtuiwd.that public tiutiu*

whether furnish-

!h-r*«.f n* alv -n tiy publicationof a copy n’
your email duty upstairs.’
“Some days later Miss Blink and this order, for thrc» aurcMlva weeks prevt. ulight is included and the price.
Mrs. Bllnky again appeared in ray of 1.. sand ‘lay of h.-ariiiR, in the Midland Oil)
News, a Tuwi«pa|ietprinted aid clrculausl ir
flee. They wanted to see a mansion
•lil county
BbWAKD P KIHBY.
Young married people and old ones where a murder had been committed.
Although I explained that the house,
'rn.* copy
Judge of I rolvit*
too,
though vacant, wasn’t yet on the marHarley J. I'hilli|»s
That have no children to laugh
ket, they persisted. Then, in the light
Register of Probate.
and coo,
3fc‘'w
of my former experiences, I saw what
Finds their trouble s will “little they were.
A lazy liver leads 10 chronic ii\8ones” be,
“I said to them:
pepsia and constipatio— weaker s
If. they take Rocky Mountain
'“Don’t you think that it's rathei the whole system. Doan's U- uuTea. Haan Bros.
rough on a young, hard-workingwom- lets (25 cents per box) correct the
an to take up her time and effnrt with
iiver, tone the stomach, cute consomething that seems to constitute
stipation.
your sole amusement In Hie? - Yea
know
that
neither
of
you
wants
tc
Vi/* 4

Nature Story Told by the Man with a

you.”

Real Estate and Insurance.

“The rattler’s crown of thorns," he
went on, quite unmoved. “It was the

39^41 E. 8th St.

skeleton of a rattler lying curled up In
the grass, with a circle of great, sharp
thorns, a hedge of thorns, surrounding it, ; We found two or three of
these odd and tragical things each
day. The guide told us what they
were.
“They were the signs of the vengeance of the bird called the road run-,
ner, a bird as big as a chicken. The;
rattlesnake eats this bird’s eggs. Theoutraged bird, while the snake la
asleep, softly, noiselesslysurrounds
It with a circle of the sharp and
thorny leaves of the prickly pear.
"Awaking, the rattler triea to scale
HIS SOLDIER CAP.
this barrier. In vain. The long t'norns
Our Johnnie'sso proud of his new soldier
wound him sorely,he guffdrs- madden.
It has, a long peak and a shining black ing pain, he can’t get out.
strap.
"And In the end he bites himself
and dies. Then his skeleton remains
there, surroundedwith a ring of dried
thorns, a proof of the vindictiveIntelligence of the road runner."
"The rattler’s crown of thorns,"aaid
a listener;and he whistled, and looked about him dubiously.

)
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buy; that you are merely amusing

yourselves.’
“ ‘It Is amusing,’ Mrs. Bllnky ad
FAIRS— 1907.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Weerd
mitted.
Low rates are made for Fair to
spent Sunday in Holland.
"Yet, you see, they came again to
Martin A. Nienhuis spend Sun- be held at points reached via Pere day."
“Yes, and I suppose they will ever
day visitingrelatives in Holland.
Marquette railroad. For particulastinglykeep ftp such curloslty-satls
Jacob P. Brandsen spent a few lars seejagents. H. F. Moeller,G. fylng adventureswhile their strength
days with friends in Grand Rapids. P.
holds out.”
2w 35

Most farmers have sowed

of

m

A crowd of young people visited tioa without griping, nausea, nor
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest De Weerd in any weakening efiect. Ask your
Hudsonville last week. They druggist for them. 25 cents per
were the Missis Alyda Hartogh, box.
Alice Nykamp, Helen Boeve and
Ariana Botve and the Messrs. Si
Rooms for Students.
mon S'Myfcr, George Sluyter, Peter
Parties desiring to rent rooms to
Prins, Fred Huisjen and Gerrit students will please notify Prof A.
Boeve. They all reported a good Raap, 20 E. 24th street. State

have the same teacherswe had last
year, namely, John V. I). Busch as
principal and Hattie Masselink as
assistant. Tiie new law compelling
all children between the ages of
seven and sixteen to attend schools
brings in quite a few who otherwise would not attend.

for Suits.

full line

RENTE

,

have already finished.

a Year

Capa

anfl

have arrived, also a

WEAK?

Holland.

News $1

—

they had found it It was an old house
Zeeland visited with relatives here thing belonging to a farm like cattle, tools, furniture and crops will set In several acres of suburban
the past week.
be sold. — Terms— All sums below orchard and grove land, held for specMany farmers in this vicinity $3 cash. 5 per cent discount on ulative hope while the house itself
took a day off and went to the
was rented. Bat the young woman real
sums over $3 if paid at time of
estate agent who had accompanied
Grand Rapids fair.
sale. Credit on all unpaid sums them had surprised them by her
Milan Coburn left for Texas last over $3 rn good secured notes,
truth and candor when she had showweek, where he will he employed will be given till March 1, 19O6.
ed how impossible It was for even a
during a leave of absence at his
ScHif.LEMAN & t.UGEKS, Auction- Young Couple to spend an entire year
former place.
2 ,w
In a house only two of whose rooms
I Rl.
had any connection with a furnace.
Mrs. Joe Dalman and Mr. and
Their surprise was greater, however,
Mrs. P. VVinegarden and son visit
Do you think you are gaining hv
when upon their return to the young
ed with Mr. and Mrs. N. Dalman
paying
rent? Have you anything to
woman's office they saw her abrupt
last Sunday.
show
for
it? Why rent when ,ynu
treatment of two possibleclients — also
Rev. J. J. VanZanten is taking a Kidney Troubles May be Sapping women — who were waiting there.
can get one of the number of lions- s
two weeks’ vacation.He will visit
Your Life Away. Holland Peo“Really, Miss Blink and Mrs. that I have to sell, on the easiest
bis mother and brothers at South
Bllnky,"
she had said, “I don’t think possible terms, with a small pay
ple Have Learned This
Holland, III.
that I have anything today that would meat down, and the balance like
Fact.
suit you or warrant my spending rent. Look these over,
The following young people left
further time with you.”
j 23 East 10th St., 7 roomed house,
for their respective schools MonAfter Miss Blink and Mrs. Bllnky
When a healthy mm or woman
in fine shape, built one year, excel
day: John VanZanten to the sem
tad gone the Young Couple looked at
lent cellar, house painted and de
inary r.t New Brunswick, Peter begins to run down without apparthe agent with very large eyes.
corated, bath room, city water, eke
VerMeulen to Ann Arbor and Cora ent cause, becomes weak, languid,
The young woman smiled.
depressed,suffers backache, head
VerMeulen to Hope.
“I know what you were thinking,” trie li ah Is and gas, lot 44 ft. Piiee
ache, dizzy spells and urinary di*only $1600.
she said.
The servic-s at the Reformed
orders, look to the kidneys lor the
40 East 18th St., 7 roomed house,
"No, we weren’t” said the Young
church will be condncted by Rev.
cause of it all. Keep the k'dneys Couple.
good
condition, lot 40 feet, (muse all
Henry Dcpree of Zeeland next
well and they will keey you well.
“But It's like this,” resumed the painted and decorated, excellent cel
Sunday. We feel that Rev. De
Doan’s Kidney Pills cure sick kid- young woman. “Every spring Miss lar, price $1250.
Free is somewhat related to our
neys and keep them well. Here is Blink and Mrs. Bllnky, the one an old i South side of East 17th street, bechurch, being a near relative of
maid and the other a widow, turn up
Holland Testimony to prove it.
tween Columbia and Land, 5 roomed
Mrs. Johanna Borgards formerly
regularly at all of the real estate ofMrs
K.
Lankhorst,
of
11
E.
house,
painted and decorated, 10of this place, now for many years
fices. They are taken— that is, they
gone to her eternal home. He Tenth Street, Holland, Mich, says: were In the beginning— to all of the shingled, all in good shape, 42 font
was well known not cnly in this “Doan's Kidmy Pills have been places on our books that are on sale. lot, $1050, 84 foot lot, $1250.
have many other houses
vicinity but also at North and used in my family and have given It doesn’t seem to matter to them I
which
we
will sell on easy terms.
whether
the
house
Is
large
or
small;
South Blendon, having preached at ,nosl satisfactory results. Mr.
North Blendon a whole summer Lankhorst suffered for some time they are equally interested In the $8,- 1 Call at the office and we will be
and it was during that summer from kidney trouble. His back was cottage and the $25,000 corner prop- pleased to show same at any time.
erty.
that the little church was first built very weak and lame and gave him a
RICHARD H. POST,
“For a time I thought they were
great
deal
of
pain.
He
also
sufand dedicated.Therefore we hope
merely
buyers
In
earnest who were 3ft W. Eighth St. Holland, Mich.
that as many as possible will come fered from many of the accompanyvery hard to sul. They showed the
to hear him.
can thus show ing symptoms of kidney trouble. keenest InterestIn all details. At one Real Estate. Citizen’s phone 1700
Mr. Peter Elhart my salesman, 100
our appreciation by our presence. Seeing Doan’s Kidney Pills higely place I remember Mrs. Bllnky asked*East 15th street. Citz. phone 1030
advertised
and
recommended
by
Mr. and Mrs. DePree will soon
"’Where do you keep the rags that
people
in
this
vicinity,
he
procured
“Without
exceptiona square deal.”
you have used to oil the floors?”
leave for China where they witl be
a
box
and
found
great
relief
from
“The
womgn
opened
9
close,
dwr.
engaged in missionary work.
the first, He continued taking
M ‘There,’she said.
Lest and Found.
'“I thought so,’
Bllnky said.
East
them carefully as directedand in a
Lost, between 9:30 p.jm., yesterCorneliusHerdis visited friends very short time was cured. We “They ought to be burned and aot left day and noon today, a bilious ataround to start spent meous combusrelatives in this vicinity. He has both recommend Doan’s Kidney
tack, with nausea and sick headtions. I always burn mine.’
Pills
at
every
opportunity
and
will
been spending the summer in Burache.
This loss was occasioned
“ 'Shall we go upstairs and see the
and will always do so.
culo with Ins sister.
by finding atWalsh Drug Co. drug
bedrooms?’I asked.
For sale by all dealers Price
“Miss Blink and Mrs. Bllnky both store a box of Dr. King’s New Life
The large amount of rain last
50
cents.
Foster
Milburn
Co., frowned upon the poor woman of the Pills. Guaranteed f. r biliousness,
week delayed many a farmer from
Buffalo, N. Y., sole Agents for the bouse.
malaria and jaundice.25c.
sowing his wheat. A few however

WHY

Read the
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ST. Joseph, Rate $1.00.

MUSKEGON,

.50.

PENTWATER

1.00.

WHITEHALL

.75

Sunday, Sept. 22.
Train will leave Holland at 9

m. See

posters or ask

agents for

a.

ticket

particulars. H.’J F.

cly. Touring Car, seats

than I

am

ECZEMA AND

PILE CURE.

FREE
Eiww.ing wbat
1 111.1. fer( wjji £jve
(

it wax to snf
frfe of c/„iryet

any afflicted a positive cure for Eczema, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas. Piles ami
Skin Diseases.Instant Retief. Don
uffer longer ; write F W. VV 1LL1 A ' S
400 Manhattan Avenue. New Yorlc
Enclo se
ly
a.

stamp.

Women have derided hat in case
they cannot vote, they will cut out
the “Stork’, proposition. Perfectly proper to take Hollister's Rocky
Mountain Tea. Its good for everything. 35 cent’s, Tea or Tablets.
Haan Bros.
l

Whera Man

It Gallant.

In many foreign cities there Is a
marked absence of the gallantry that
In this country habitually characterizes the attitude of men toward women. Eleanor Gates, a young AmeriHow He Was Identified.
can writer, who has traveled widely
“There's a queer case,” remarked an
In the United States, says that defupper Broadway statue au a man passerence toward her sex decreases with
ed and nodded to him. "That chap la
the Increasing density of population.
a twin, and I’ve known him ten years,
In sparselysettled regions of the
but I’m blessed If I can tell at this
west woman stands .upon a plane
minute whether it’s Jagk or Jim.
tacitlysuperior. New York Is the
They’re as alike as two peas— and
most ungallant city in th« United
they always dress alike."
States.-'
Thfe twin entered a nearby cafe, and
some minutes later emerged and re-

Henry’s Answer.
Senator Foraker was talking in
Xenia. O., about a political opponent.
“I shall answer him,” said the Senator, smiling, "and I fear that my
answer will be as satisfying,as unpleasantlysatisfying,as the elderly
husband'swas. You know there was
an elderly husband, to ahom his wife
said one day:
‘Henry, It’s a world of trouble, and
life Is very uncertain. But promise
me. If I should be taken away, that
you will never marry that horrid Mary
Simmons.’
‘“I can easily promise you that;|
Henry replied. ‘She refused me thre*
times when I was a much handsomoi

The West Crisp school opened Moeller,G. P. A.
Monday, September 9, with Miss
Gertrude Hieftje of Grand Haven
Cures baby’s croup. Willie’s
as teacher.
daily cuts and bruises, mama’s sore
Treashing is just about finished.
throat, grandma’s lameness— Dr.
Several farmers from here visited Thomas’ Eclectric Oil— the housethe West Michigan State Fair at hold remedy.
man
Grand Rapids.
1906—4

cap.

Citizeas Phone 228*

Second Floor.

today.’ ”

A"a

"

For any pain, from top to toe, five, full equipment, top, lamps,
Era— Yw, ?r.mda?«r» »t war with
,lnc• h« h“
from any cause, apply Dr. Thomas’ speedome*er,searchlight. Want my old beau It la really a clrcua. Ho’« bowing to people from morning
Katherine—Circus? Ah, I suppost night
EclectricOil. Pain can’t stay summer cottage or good lot.
you call It "fightingthe flames!"— CW -D* troll Fr** PrttM.
where it is used.
Inquire News.
cage Dally New*.

^
til!

traced his steps.
“Hello, Jack; how are you?” said
the Broadway statue, grasping his
hand. "Glad to see you. How* Jim?”
“Thought you couldn’t tell ’em
apart?” said the statue’s companion.
“I couldn't then. But the minute he
went through that door I knew him. I

Rabbits In the Water.
Mr. Millais tells how rabbits swim
—when compelled to: “They swim
with the head held as high as possible, while the hocks of the hind legs
appear above the element at each
Btr°lte- The shoulders and front part
Jim never drinks.”— New York •Globe. of the body are burfed beneath the
j water, while the rump and tall grg
high and dry.”

-
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WANTED

L

FOR

at factory of

—
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Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance.' Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea— The Mother’s Friend.

WANTED

GENUINE

CASTORIA

10 cook

Hand,

CASTORIA

fs

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

Holland,

Mich.

FOR SALE— New milch cow. Inmug, Route 1 deni-

quire .lames I

son Park.

Lawn Mower For

He

S.tle.

Kind You Hare Always Bought

foi.t Jims, frir ccrditicn

$1.50.

W.

H.

30

In Use For Over

Hardie, jeweler.

Years.

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET,NEW YORK CITY.

Why

keep

not

things

panlus regarding the sale.
Mr. Benedict said he did not know
whether the Manhattan Oil company
went Into the possession of Uie Solar
Refining company. He had taken an
interestin the Manhattan company because he was interestedIn several gas
companies and desired to have a
working connectionbetween the gas
companies and the oil companies.
Later Mr. Benedict said he sold his
Interests in the gas company. Questioned by Mr. Kellogg, Mr. Benedict
said that the Standard OH company
had furnished oil to the gas companies
after the Manhattan Oil company had
been disposed of.
Mi\ Benedict could not recall If he
had made any objection to Attorney N.
Bra^y to selling out to the Standard
Oil
,

The hearing here In the federal suit
which was brought In St. Louis last
December has twice been adjourned
at the request of counsel for the d*
fendants.Jn the meantime, however,
Frank B. Kellogg, who is In charge of
the government’scase, has obtained
many hooks and papers from the
Standard Oil company which has enabled him to proceed expeditiously

,

1

|

FOR RENT- House 0.S5 Mich.
Ave- city. $7- C room, high and
healthy location,excellent water,
room for chickens, plowed garden if
wanted. For particulars see notice

j

with the case.

window.

Mr. Kellogg intimated that the gov-

ernment would also Inquire Into the
character and nature of holdings of
the Standard Oil company of New
Jersey, as well as Its affiliations, If
any, with railroads. The United
States government has named not only
the SUndard Oil company of New
Jersey as defendant, but also 70 subsidiary companies of the main corpo ration and the following individ-

WANTED—
acres on

Man to work about 4
shares. Plowed and fertil-

ized. Ed. T.

Bertbch,

W.

16th St-

Diekema’s addition.

WANTED

Try the New Way.

— Salesman to repre-

What

sent a large corporation in the sale

for position miihi stand well in

N

bust' e s.

Write J.
street,

be willing to

St

Ilaby Ruggics, Go-Carts,et'’

i'-ves

H

ishings. We can

fit

CURE

wo

with

FOB

Discovery

CSS9

Furn-

to cellar.

FOR SALE AND RENT
Houses, Lots Acrofcgo. Farms eid

. 80c &

$1.00.
Trial Bottle Free

All *dz
All dealt* are

giwn my

i

esoit Prope

Pure Food and highly

s

and

ty

OCCURS NEAR CANAAN STA-

kept

con-

fidential. Try placing yonr property with

C.

quick

salet

De Keyzer, Real Estate

recommend' d as a wholesome

Citz.

Phone 1424*

|

Insurance agt.

large.

receiving, according to the superinJudge Parker was at his best, and tendent of the dlvslon, a copy of a
spoke with great force and earnest- telegraphorder from the train disness.
patcher at Concord which confused
In the course of his speech Judge the train numbers 30 and 34.
Parker said:
I The wreck occurredJust after the
"It Is not too much to say that It express had rounded Into a straight
Is proposed to-day here In our land stretch of track, but owing to the
merely with a view to attaininggreat- early morning mist neither engineer
er efficiencyto substantiallychange saw the other’s headlight until It was
the form of government of these too late.
United States of America by the creaNames of IdentifiedDead.
tion of judicial commissions to deal
, Those Identifiedup to six o'clock
with special subjects; by the conferSunday night were as follows:
ring upon such commissionsof legislaTimothy Shaughnessey,Castle Bar,
tive functions through delegation of
Quebec; Mrs. Shaughnessey; Miss
power from congress, and by then Annie St. Pierre, Isle Verte, Quebec;
committingto the executive the unreFred M. Phelps. Ochiltree,Tex.; Mra.
stricted power of appointmentand reA. E. Warren, Haverhill, Mass.; Mrs.
moval of their members.
F. C. Blake, South Corinth, Vt; Mrs.
"This Is actual substitutionof an- Margaret Largy, Manchester,N. H.^
other theory of government. This is
Miss Barrett, Manchester; Mrs. Philannulment of the underlying doctrines lip Gagnom, Sherbrooke;Miss Alvina
upon which our existing government Giron, Nashus; Mrs. Webster, a dressrests. These powers are to be exer- maker living In Massachusetts;J. L.
cised then by the executive to the exCFongrot,Somerville,Mass.; Infant
clusion of the legislativeand Judicial child of Irving Gifford, Concord, N. H.
by an expansionbeyond Its terms; by
child of Irving Gifford, Concorn, N. H.;
an expansionbeyond Its spirit; by an
Mrs. E. L. Briggs, Weal Canssn, N.
expansionbeyond its purpose, of the H.; John O. Duncan, Bethel,VL
language of the constitution.

j

|

.

]

(

!
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Chicago, Sept. 18.— The Standard
Oil Company of Indiana, in order to
obtain a supersedeasstaying execution on its property to satisfy the
judgment of $29,240,000 Imposed by
Judge Landis, pending the hearing of
the defendant company'sappeal In the
United States circuit court of appeals,
must furnish bonds amounting to $G,000,000.Judge Peter S. Grosscup of
the United States circuit court so de-

cided.

presided. The weather was Ideal and plenty of time to reach a siding bj
the attendanceat the exposition was the night operator at Canaan Station,

!

1 The freight train was on a straight
Names Cause of Evil.
piece of track, about a mile In length,
"Some one has said: ’Oh, liberty! and the Quebec express had rouadet
What crimes have been committed In the carve Into this stretch when each
thy name.’ We might say to-day: *Oh
engineer saw the headlights of the
commerce! What theories are sought opposite train burst out of the fo|.

to be advanced under thy cloak.*
Both set their brakes and then jumped/
"The example which atands at the while the two great locomotlvea
threshold Is the Interstatecommerce
crashed into each other and, locked In yclause of the constitutionwhich covers
a firm embrace,rolled Into the ditch.
in large measure the prospective field

GRAHAM & MORTON

-

LINE

HOLLAND DIVISION

Fortunately, with the engines off to

of almost every industry actually

one side, the wreckage did not take
able "nerve" of Charles Nicholson, the enter into Interstate commerce, It is
young man who was fatally Injured by argued that the national government Ore. The train hands, ably seconded
by the passengersfrom the sleeping
falling down a coal pit In the dark- under the Interstatecommerce clause
ness near Ball Brothers’ factory, is can regulate within the states all car, groped their wgy among the
ruins and began to the work of rescue,
a source of wonder to his physicians production.
founds
were hastily bound up and
and his friends alike. Although,he
Conetitution Being Attacked.
cuts
staunched
by strips of bedding
knows that the hemorrhages he is suf"None can deny that effort Is afoot
from the sleepers.The little band
fering as the result of his breast bone to enhance the powers of the federal
penetratinga lung will prove fatal, government; that an opportune time worked diligently In the dawning light
before the doctors
r
and he realizes that death is only two for aggressionin that direction has
j The neighborhoodIs a sparsely setor three days away, he sits up In bed been chosen; that the people are
tled one. but the few farmers were
at his boarding house and laughs and aroused over abuses which have come
aroused and lent every aid to the work
talks with those about him much as to light, and that the moment has
of succor. In the meantime word had
if he were suffering from a slight in- been seized upon to lead an assault
been dispatched to this place and to
disposition.
upon a constitution as nearly Ideal Concord and Hanover and within an
to-day as when the Fathers drafted It
hour a large force of physicians was
High Maaona in Conclave.
and the states and their people ap- on their way to the wreck.
Boston, Mass., Sept 18.— More than
proved It. All the rascality which has
Montreal Express Saved.
300 Scottish Rites Masons of the been uncovered, say the leaders of the
thirty-third degree were present at the
The
accident was not without Its
movement, would have been avoided
opening of the ninety-sixthannual had the federal government exercised heroes and one of these was Frank
meeting of the supreme council for the power that the states have been Ryan, a brakeman on the express.
the northern jurisdiction.Grand Com- allowed to exercise. Strip the state Ryan was caught In the wreck and
mander Henry L. Palmer of Milwau- governments of their control over all lhad an artery severed. He v.as unkee opened the three-day conference. corporations, let the federal govern- consciousfor nearly 15 minutes and
Fifty Masons, who have been elected ment create them or license them, let when he regained his senses his first
to the thirty-thirddegree, were candi- the federal government control pro- thought was of the Montrealexpress,
daUs (or initiation.
duction as well as transportation,
and which he knew was thundering down
all will be well." Let congress by m the wreck, with no brakeman In
Entire Navy Ueierts Salvador.
statute confer upog the executive the the rear to wave a warning signal.In
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 18.— The
control of all the aspects of com- a few words Ryan told of the approachofficers, cook and the whole crew of
mercial life through bureaus and com- ing danger and the Montreal express
the steam schooner President, which
missions of. his own appointmenL was stopped onty a quarter of a mile
sailed from this port two months ago
Then, and not till then, wllj corporate from the rear of tiuT wrecked train.
to be the navy of the Salvadorean govFarmer Find* Mother’s Boffpr—
wrongdoing cease." '
ernment, returned on the City of
Among
the West Canaan farmers
Para, having abandoned the President
who
aided
was Benjamin Briggs, who
To Demand Early Thaw Trial.
at the wharf of Acajutla, Salvador.
was one of the first at the scene, and
New York, Sept. 18.— The criminal
two hours later he drew out the body
Whole Town to' Drink on King.
branch of the supreme court opena
Berlin. Sept. 18.— The king of Slam next month, and the case of Harry K. )f a woman. On taming up the face
Intends to give a grand treat to the Thaw, charged with the murder of Mr. Briggs looked Into the features of
whole town of Homburg on his birth- Stanford White, is called, Martin W. his mother, and almost collapsed from
day, September 21. Beer will flow at Littleton,senior counsel for the de ?rief. Mrs. Briggs had been visiting
three buffets in the Casino garden. fense, will demand Immediate trial friends In the north and was on her
way to Boston.
Each foreign guest in the Casino will for the prisoner.
receive a bottle of champagne and a
Lawyer Takes Too Much Chloroform.
bottle of red and white wine.
Japs Reward American Aids.
Montgomery, Ala., Sept. 17.— Judge
Three Killed in Auto Accident.
Tokyo, Sept. 18.— The Japanesegov- Terry M. Richardsonwas found dead
ColoradoSprings, Col., Sept. 18.— ernment has rewarded W. D. Stevens In bed at a hotel at Luverne Monday,
An automobilecontaining a party of and W. Dennison, Americans,for their having been overcome by chloroform
seven Elks returningfrom Manltou servicesduring the Russo-Japanesewhich he had taken to allay headache.
ran Into a telephonepole here early war. It was officially announced that He had gone to Luverne to appear in
Tuesday. Three men were killed out- Mr. Stevens had been awarded a 1 murder case. He was a prominent
right, aud a fourth is reported to be grant of $10,000 and Mr. Dennison attorney and for years sen
dying.
circuit bench of
$10,000 and an annuity of $840.
t
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Leave Holland 9:30
Leave Chicago SDO

BUKO

Close connections with the P. M.
to

steamboat

dock. G.

Grand Rapids connect

R. H. &

at

C.

Ry.

180 River

DULYEA

St.

p.

m-

Free bus transfer from depot

Interurban ^steamboatcars from

steamboat dock.

Passenger fare $1.50 each way, round trip

F. E.

p. m.

$2.75. Lower

berth,

$1.00, upper berth 75 cents.

Clerks' Chicago Excursion every Saturday night, returningfrom Chi-

Holland, Mich.

cago Sunday night. Fare 81.50 round

The

right is reserved to

change this schedule without notice.

ChicaRO Dock foot of Wabash Ave.
Local phones: Citizens' 81, Bell 78

Fertile Soil of Panama.

The soil of Panama Is very fertile,
especiallythe first and second bottom
lands, where almost anything will
grow and mature. The uplands are
also productive, and especiallyadapt- A.
ed to coffee growing.

trip.

REICHLE,

Auditor aud Assistant

Secy.

J. S.

FRED ZALSMAN, Local Agent.

MORTON,

Pres.

J

1
to"1!'* 9k tJiMwp.d,
for federal expansion. That clause
The
baggtgl car in the rear was
In the constitution was conceived in
a spirit of fairness and equalitybe- hurled back into the passengercoach
tween the states; that clause was em- like a great ram, and tore It asunder
from end to end. The Ill-fated pasbodied In the constitutionfor the purpose of protecting one state against senger coach was crowded with more
than 50 people. Shortly before the acanother, and to prevent the exercise of
cident a few of the men bad gone
arbitrary discrimination by any state
back into the smoking car in the rear,
against the citizensof another. Those
were the aims and objects of the leaving the women to get a little sleep
In the straight seats. One of those
clause and they should and they do
who escajjed said that as the train
define its spirit and its purpose.But
how Is It proposed to expand It In was rounding a curve some one In the
front of the car began to sing, so that
application to-day, if we are to trust
nearly everjonewas awake when the
the open declarations which have been
crash came. Those who were In the
publicly advanced? Since the prodother
car hurried to the demolished
ucts of any Industry may become the subject of Interstatecom- puassengercoach, where groans, cries
and shrieks were rending the air.
merce; since a portion of the prod-
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Holland, Mich.

a bottle.

V
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dred and twentieth anniversary of the at Sherbrooke, Quebec, 60 mllda
adoption of the federal -constitution nortta
by the constitutional convention of j The conductorof the freight train
1787, over which George Washington was given to understandthat he had

Faces Death; Laughs at It.
Muncle, Ind., Sept. 18.— The remark- ucts
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p^r.-ona! attention and

ine for

stimulant. Try

in fact anjthing in House

PRICE

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

is

.

East Eighth Street-

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNQ TROUBLES.

Tina

John D. Rockefeller,William Rockefeller,Henry H. Rogers, Henry M.
Flagler, Oliver H. Payne, Sharles M.
Pratt and John D. Archibald. Only
William G. Rockefeller and Charles M.
Pratt have been subpoenaedto appear
before the hearing, though Mr. Kellogg may subpoena the others later,

LUNC8

Dr. King’s

New

a splendid line of

your hon e from garret

cough
THE
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uals:

Rinck & Company

A. C.

KILLthe

KISSEL CARPET SWEEPER, of
work. Easy ou your carpets. The

the

the

ment necessary.
I'-kirs, 6 to Hoyt
Joe, Mich.
*

that? With

Furniture, Carpets and Rugs,

com-

push

is

course. No dust no hard
home is not complete without one.

country homes
in this sec'ion. Attractivecommission contractand help given by experienced salesman, but applicant

of lighting plants lor

munity and

TERRIBLE HEAD-ON COLLISION-

EFFORTS TO CONTROL

company.

cool when

you can have ice put in your coolers
for six cents per day? Prompt service and courteoustreatment. Consumers lee Co. Citz. phone 729.

in

WRECK

JAMESTOWN

®onal supervision since its Infancy.
*-ccccAiM Allow no one to deceive you in this.

All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good”are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of

— Two experienced
dining room girl®. Also one girl
to learn dining room work, Hotel
Ho'land, Holland. Mich.

Used

WARNS THE PUBLIC AGAINST

RUY

CROWD

y-rf

FOR SALE — Oae single head
orchettra drum, i double head
band drum, i set of orchesirabells,
i triangle. Address Perry Askins,
281 Columbia A>e. Holland, Mich.

WANTED — Woman

IR

‘

LEGISLATION.
Sept. 18.— Testimony
TION, VT.
was heard Tuesday in the federalsuit
for dissolution of the Standard Oil
company of New Jersey.
SPEAKS OF BIG
The Injured Number 27— Passenger
E. C. Benedict of Greenwich,Conn.,
AT
FAIR
Trains on the Boston A Maine
was called as the first witness. QuesCraah Together—Confusion of Ortioned by Mr. Kellogg Mr. Benedict
dert Blamed for the Disaster.
a*id that he and Attorney M. Brady Speaker DeclaresThat United Comowned the Manhattan Oil company,
merclal Interest* Are Plotting to
which had an oil producing plant near
Undermine the Very Principle on • White River Junction, Vt, Sept II,
Galatea, O. Mr. Benedict said that
—A fearfulhead-on collisionbetween
Which
the Government le Formed
there was a pipe line connectedwith
the south-bound Quebec express and A
the company. Refreshinghis memnorth bound freight train on the Con*
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 18.— Former cord divisionof the Boston A Malnea
ory from a slip of paper he said that
In October, 1898, he sold 5,175 shares Judge Alton B. Parker of New York, railroad occurred four miles north of
of Manhattan Oil stock at $100 a former Democraticcandidate for presi- Canaan Station early Sunday, due to «
share. He could not recall who was dent of the United States, and Sam- mistake In train dispatcher’s orders^
the purchaserof the stock. At the uel W. McCall, member of congress and from a demolished passenger
time he disposed of the stock he sold from Massachusetts, made the princi- coach there were taken out 25 dead
$286,000 of the company's bonds. Hs pal addresses at the Constitution day and dying and 27 othqr passengers,
had no negotiations with the officers celebration at the Jamestown exposi- most of them seriouslywounded.
of the Standard Oil company of New tion Tuesday. The ceremonies were
Nearly all those who were in the
Jersey or any of Us affiliated com- In commemmoratlonof the one hun- death car were returning from a fair

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 80 yean, has borne the signatnr* of
— and has been made under his per-

FOR SALE— House and lot on
East Fourteen ih street between Col
lege'andColumbia Ave. Inquire at
116 E. 14th St.

11

POWER

New York,

To buy

office.

Hotn

— Thorough Inquiry
to Be Made.

or rent, a
boat house either at Macatawa Park
or near the Chicago dock. Send full
particular, size and price, or no
attention will he payed to it. Inquire, at the Holland City News
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Boosts The Fair Without Pay.
It It A Public Enterprise.
The remark came secondhanded to
the publishers of

What you Saw

in this

We

learn that the

old and

v

well

the News some known

days ago that the publishersof the

‘‘National Hotel," Grand
Rapids, was burned about 3 o’clock

on Friday. No particulars.
On Saturday morning last as we
bad juat commenced working off our
paper, an accident occurred which

a. m.,

News, owing to the fact that they
were

officials cf the Fair Association,

had taken advantage
advertise in

of

that fact

to

the News and De

pied our whole form

and

Zffie

^J1*!
new
hi." wh0M

*

,

Sat

court.
tir i_

broke our

,

.
*

»

the

-

sum-

I

™
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KnowfrgfrraXogs. Sorrow.
Again; Info^ledge tirJngs sorrow' because the -educated mind sees the trail

of the serpent everywhere- On the
face of beauty. In the temple of Justice, in the halls of legislation, and of
congress. In the executive chamber,
down the aisles of the church, over
the pulpit,around our own lives and
within our own hearts, everyhere the
trail of the snmy monster produces
corruption, envy, hatred, lust, murder,
death and decay. Oh, the sorrow that
comes to the mind of the man who
sees this sin-cursed world as it really
'

in issuing
this number of our paper. We market first class in all its apurten- the general rule, but the advance will mortar ar® the real H°Pe allege
papers. It was insinuatedthat the
hope, however to be out on time ances and tvill endeavor to auit^ll be more marked than at any period in
The Faculty.
the history of the college.
News and DeGrouudwet did this for with our next number.
Again, knowledge brings sorrow behis patrons. We do not hesitate to
The outlook Is very bright The ' professor Sutphen thinks In Latin; cause we see the Iron heel of the opmercenary purposes, actuated by a
Hope college opens for instruction recommend Mr. Landaal, and hope enrollment already exceeds that of Dlmnent dreams in Greek; Brush pressor placed with impunity upon
desire to secure all the money ap- next week. The list of students that our readers will do all in their last year, and it is confidently expect- speaks French and German to his au- the neck of the weak and helpless.
ed that more will enter before many tomobile: Vander Meulen phllosophiiBecause we see the vile and wicked
will be fully as large os last ‘year, power to assist him to establish an
propriated for advertising.
Groundwet to the exclusion of other press,

hence the

i

Hope College Opens.
testimony in the suit of the
You have done well to come here,
where you will come In cloeest perFirst church. Both the complain 1 Cheer after cheer went tip as
sonal
ants and defendant have finished students met In Wlnanfs chapel this
and
j
morning to nealn the work of a
Strong characters and pure
submitting proof and are ready to ™rrm Vh. enthwLm rim
Per.onaIltle. you
try the case at the next term of Hearty greetings were exchanged. W,U abBOrb a» material In the strucThose who returned after the
i°'nliUveS' •plen"
* mer’s vacation, were alad to be back ^ ^ modern buildings which you see
We are happy to announce that
thoae wh* are hJredf‘°r^ebaflc£ about you, so well adapted to the purpoeea for which they were constructG. Landaal, our city treasurer, has t\me were welcomed,
ed, these shady groves, and this beaupurchased the meat market formerlyI Every year that paaeee marks a tiful campus, are not our chief at-

Paper ing

35 Years ago To-day.

delay

pass.

in

1

weeks
e8 an(j psychologizeswhether spell- mtth prosper and succeed where the
Students are beginning to realize binding upon the platfoith,preaching meek and pure In heart -meets failure
A curiosity, not often seen m this more and mofe that the material and in the pulpit -or -lecturingin the class and disappointment
Because we see Right forever on
part of the country, exiata
“.'..IT .a.r'„!^L ______ Kulxlnga,the polished rhetorHope offers the student an oppor- ician, has ample food for mind and the scaffoldand Wrong forever on the
garden of D. Cutler of Grand Haven tunity for frequent social Intercourse soul; Klelnheksel walks, talks, argues throne, and it Is only through faith,
in the shape of a bannana tree in with members of the faculty and and reasons with mathematical ac- and In the dim distance, that we see
full blossom. If the fruit should thelr families, which often leads to curacy; Boers has more dates at his God keeping watch above His own.
firm and lasting friendship, and ob- fingers' ends than a Burroughs adding
Because both- nature and man, the*
ripen it will add another attraction
tains that ease and polish of manner machine has numbers; Nykerk has whole animate and Inanimate creato the Michigan fruit belt.
which only such association can give, mastered the fine arts and speaks tion, cry out for redemption.
The professorsare In constant with an Oxford accent; Yntema, Jlke If this be true, why, then, Is ignorWHAT YOU SAW 20*YEARS AGO.
touch with the student. They have a Saul of old, stands head and shoul ance not bliss? Why, then, is It not
peaches; Grand Traverse, first
Today is just twelve hours and knowledge of their needs, and are In ders above his fellows physically,and folly to be wise? Why, then, Is wisNews or DeGrondwet have never re premium for Coolidge’s Favorite,
position to aid and assist them. Nor is blessed with a mind well propor- dom better than gold and silver, powfour
minutes long— just long enough
ceived one cent for advertisingmat- and South Haven Pomological somust it be forgotten that In Hope the tloned to his body; Godfrey Is our er, length of days, and the life of one’s
to subscribe for the News and to at- president knows all the students per- scientific young physician;Beardslee enemies? Why Is it better than ruter they have inserted about the Hol- ciety for a large number of varieties.
tend to your duties.
sonally, and feels for every one that was born amid an atmosphere of bles and the greatest thing- which any
land Fair. They have given their WHAT YOU SAW 30 YEARS AGO
personal responsibilitywhich endears books, and these are still his greatnt human being can desire? Because the
Plans have been completed for thd him to all with whom he comes into delight; Raap is as full of Dutch lit- sorrow which knowledge brings Is a
Prof. Kollen left for the East on
space Ireely to help along what they
few hotel which the Macatawa park
(eraturc as an egg Is full of meat; blessed sorrow. It la the sorrow of
Wednesday hat to resume his labo
consider a public enterprise that is
Hope furnishes and encourages an Miss Krell teachest purest English the open eye, of the eottghtened viociation proposesbuilding before
as endownment agent for Hope col
all around education. Its course of with mind and heart, and Mrs. Gil- sion and of the chastenedheart. No
of value to every resident in the city lege.
the opening of next season.
studies aims at developing and round- more imparts the graces which by man can be either great, good or wise
ing off all the Intellectualand moral heredity,environment and training who has not sorrowed.
and every farmer in the community
A fire broke out on Wednesday at
If you have any curiosities or
powers of the student so as to fit him are her own, while over and above
The Abraham Lincoln of the Black
surrounding.They proceed upon the residence of Peter Prins, in the
ics to exhibit at the Fair see the for a noble and useful life.
them all, with large heart and clear Hawk war, of the traveling circuit, of
rear
of
the
Third
Reformed
church
itor of the News or W. Rrusse
^ the same theory which each year
vision.President Kollen safely guides the legislatureand congress, was not
The Opening Exercises.
destroyingpart of the roof and dam
the Abraham Lincoln whose shoulders
the ship and supplies the fuel.
ho
will take charge of your exhib
the men proceed upon who go about
You will engage in a most exhilar- had, been galled and bent by the
aging the dwelling to the amount 0 its.
Promptly at 9 o'clock Dr. Kollen, ating pursuit. What is the exhilara weight of a nation's woe, and whose
the country advertising the Fair.
thirty or forty dollars. The fire
soul had been sanctifiedby the cry of
These men hire rigs and with brush was put out before the engine could
s: the orphan and the tear of the widow
and paste, premium books and other get there.
mighty until he cried out In his anguish:
^ds on Tuesday last. She took as
or stag, "Fondly do we hope, fervently do we
A son of Geo. S. Harrington di part cargo an invoice of fanning
advertising matter go over a good
pray that this fearful scourge of war
may soon pass away. But if God will
portion of Ottawa and Allegan coun- played the skill of being a good mills for Messrs. Werkman A LamA. room. After reading of .crlpturo truth whlch an,mate8 h,8 wh0„ ,OUl? that It last until every drop of blood
shot. Almost two years ago he oreauxties bringing home to the people
“".I PTayeT, ,by Dr' °11'
‘hat we are living drawn by the lash shall have been
killed a deer at his first shot, and
K,,,,L
A
pr“l,ie", of the In the age of ateam. when the Iron paid for by one drawn by the sword,
reasons why they should attend the
One
year
hence
and
we
may
ex!ast week he killed another at his
uheart “
‘rank, of ateel, leaps over still shall we say, as it was said three
Holland Fair. For this they have •econd attempt, in proof of which pect to see, and be in the midst of, m
1
imonv vem „„ f hrTa thWere ‘ontlnenta.goe, whistling by the pyra- thousand years ago. "The Judgments
never received a cent; on the other \Ir. Harrington presented us with a another political battle ’ Torch- uill of1 the :,nrt n,h1
,‘he g0"'i n’l|1•»r ESS'Pt and penetrates far Into of the Lord are Just and righteous altogether.’ "
light processions and stump speak.•hoice
piece
of
venison.
We
think
vi bes
the hearlplow
of lndlal
*haaInterchang°“r graat
hand, they pay for the rigs used in
The young Prince of Nassau, who
steamers
the ocean,
ing
will
be
the
principal
implements
very few y< ung men can show such
He was glad to welcome all the stu- ing people and commerce and bring- loved ease and luxury and the sound
the work, they stand all expenses,
<*f warfare.
dents
who
had
returned,
thanking
n record of shooting at that age, and
ing to the world peace and plenty; of revelry by night, did not become
them most heartily for the support
the Fair Association never having if he keeps on improving he may
Mrs. John A. Becker left on Mon- and co-operationof the past, and when the factory employs the mil- the "Father William” over whose
the children wept In the streets,
been called upon to pay a nickle.
some day participate at Creedmoor. <jay on an extended visit to relatives urged them to consider It as part of lions and machinery- performsthe del- death
icate tasks heretofore entrusted to the until he had sacrificed his princely
their
duty
to
be
kind
and
helpful
to
Canada. John still runs the
To advertisers of this paper who
An effort is being made to get a1
fortune, yea, his all, upon his counlingers of man.
Dutch local" out and will be kept those who have left the parental roof
Others say- we are living In the elec- ty's altar In order that the song of
pay for space the News will say that bell in the tower of Hope church. \rlJ
and for the first time come Into their tric age, when from the air, the freedom might ring out forever above
Ex Mayor Harrington and lady busy for some time. The Kickapoc new surroundings.
it advertises the Holland Fair free
mighty rivers, the great water falls, the flaming sword, the fiery stake and
He also advised the boys and girls and even from old ocean’s heaving, the bloody ax.
have returned from their eastern Indains need not be alarmed.
of charge because the Holland Fair
to see him freely if they were lonely.
David, the ruddy boy who slew thetide swollen bosom we obtain a power
trip.
S. Lievense has cleared Centennial
The keynote of his address was which, being transmitted through the giant, David, the heroic young man
is a public enterprise, an enterprhe
Master Abe Ledeboer, long since Park of the ruins of the old engine power. Power in the world Is some- wire, transformsnight Into day, sends for whom the women of Palestine
that stands for the good of all. It
missing, returned home yesterday house this week. The committee on thing worth working for, but It must out the news on the wings of the sang
be of the right kind. It becomes danhelps the merchant, the farmer and
“Saul has slain his thousands,
lightnings,operates our cars, furnishpublic buildingsand grounds of the
morning in good health.
erous and is a curse when used In a
And David his ten thousands”
the laboring man; helps every per
es our music, cooks our victuals,
common
' council gave him the
rong direction. The purpose of be- warms our bodies and looks through was not the perfect man after God’s
“Bring on your witness," said the
son who is interested in the developjudge in a western murder trial. charred timber and lumber for clear- g educated here la that the student them with healing light and power. own heart until he had sinned and
ay help uplift mankind and glorify Again, It Is said we are living in the suffered, and had triumphed over a
ment of his community. For these Clerk (looking up and whispering to ing the grounds of the debris.
d, and with a Christian atmosphere
scientificage; In the age when the greater giant, the Goliath of self.
agricultural exhibits serve to stimu- judge): “There is a little game of
Rev. T. Romeyn Beck, for a num- and a determination to do their part, classical college course must give
The patriotic Jeremiah and the
power for good can be secured. Heart way to practical learning, when the mighty Isaiah saw great visionsof the
late progress and encourage all to at- pedro going on in the other room. ber of years professor in Hope colQulture Is Just ns important as mind
Judge. Nancho or plain? Clerk: lege, and who has spent the past two qulture, and the student must always object of an education is a search for far distant future revealed before
tain that degree of success which
knowledge which can be coined Into their -eyes because they sorrowed over
Sancho. Judge: This court is ad- years on the Pacific coast in eduea bear In mind that these two go to- dollars.
the then present.
the conditionswarrant.
journed for an hour.
tional work, has accepted an ap gether, and the individual can onlyThe great Son of David, the Lion of
And still others say we are living In
reach success In the highest sense of
Again we wish to emphasize the
A man by the name of Grinnell, pointment by the Japanese govern- that term by bearing this In mind. tha age of the brotherhood of man; the tribe of Judah, the world’s Rewhen narrow bigotry- and Intolerance, deemer. was "a man of sorrows and
fact that the Fair Association has while attempting to enter the har- ment to found a college on the AmerHe urged all to be faithful, whether race passion and prejudice have given acquainted with grief."
ican
plan
in
one
of
the
southern
they
were
watched
or
not.
'As
D's
never paid the News or De Grond- bor of Kalamazoo river on WednesThe sunlight of knowledgemust
way to a feeling of universal brotherthey may look upon seniors with awe,
wet one cent for advertising. The day last with a boat, capsized it cities of the empire and has already but that need not frighten them. The hood. as a result of Christian thought shine through our tears In order to
and effort promulgated from Mars produce the seven-colored rainbow of
entered upon his work there.
performance of every duty conscien- Hill and illustratedby the parable of a beautiful life.
News had two colums in last week, near the lighthouse, spilling himself out and about 900 pounds of
will bring them to that covet- the Good Samaritan.
With these high ideals In mind, we
WHATfYOU SAW 15 YEARS AGO. tiously
it has more in this week: it had
ed station in due time. In the meansturgeon. It was b’owing hard and
welcome you to the pursuit of knowlThe new part of the City Hotel is time each must do his and her dailycolumn after column in last year and a sea was washing over the piers
edge and Into the paths of wisdom.
Age of College Bred Men.
task.
Now earth’s greatest minds can only
finished
and
the
rooms
are
fitted up
the year before. De Groundwet Notwithstanding this danger, Mrs.
Strong argumertts can be made for see In part, but even that Is a rapturHonor to Mr. Diekema.
for use. The furniture is elegant,
Underwood,
the
wife
of
the
lighthad nearly two columns in last week
each one of these propositions, for ous vision, and some day the veil will
house keeper, went to his rescue and has been supplied by the West
In Introducing Congressman Dieke- there Is so much of truth In them. be lifted and they will see even as
it had column after column in last
with a rope in a gallant style and Michigan Furniture compupy of ma, Dr. Kollen paid him a high com- One thing, however, 1 think we can all they are seen. Some day the limitayear and the year before and saved the man’s life.
this city. The mechanics are at work pliment.
agree upon, and that is that we are tions will be removed, vision will be
Not only do our missionaries en- living in the age of the college-bred enlarged, Justice will mount th«
now in remodeling the front of the
previous years. Both have furnished
circle the globe, our clergymen occupy man. The great president of our throne, the divine plan will be unfoldAn entertainmentwill be given at
old building. The boiler for the prominent pulpits In large cities, but
this space free of charge, and in- Kenyon’s hall on Tuesday evening
country, who first received his LL. D. ed and every link In the golden chain
heating apparatus and the til arrived our graduates are also in high court." degree from this Institution, and who of life stretching from the cradle to
stead of being criticized they ought next, by a number of young ladies
CongressmanDiekema delivered a rules over the destinies of our people the grave, and passing through the
this week.
and gentlemen of this city. The
splendid address. He was in fine with such marvelous wisdom, power deep, dark -valleys of our sorrow and
to be commended.
program will include recitations, Married at the residence of the form. His message was Inspiring, and and courage, his able secretaries of humiliation and over our sunlit mounThe Fair is not’a money gaining
Judging from the expressionon the state and war, the lending pulpit and tain-tops of Joy, will become visible.
tableaux, a character scene from the bride’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Tenninstitution.It has made money the ‘Old Curiosity Shop" and vocal and is VanUyk, Holland township, by faces of his audience, was well receiv- platform orators of the day, the edit- Some day every step In the ladder
ed. He has high conceptions of life, ors of our magazines and metropol- which reaches from the slums of earth
last three or four year, but every instrumentalmusic. The proceeds Rev. H. E. Dosker on Wednsday, duty, privilege and opportunity, and
itan press, the men of the professions, to the gates of Paradisewill be seen,
cent has been turned into improve of the evening will be for the benefit Sept 21, Henry E. Elferdinkand believes that the outlook for things In the leaders In the world of thought and then the sunlight of knowledge
^ general and for Hope college In par- and action, are college-bredmen. will be the Joy of Heaven.
raents. The money received does of the Reform club. This is to be Miss Mary E. VanDyk.
ticular is bright. He considered It a They mould and shape public opinion
Yells Greet New Professor.
the first of a series of entertainments
The republicans of Holland will high privilegeto welcome the students and direct the current of events.They
not go into the pockets of any of the
to be given during the winter. Tha
to Hope college this year. He spoke are our seers, our prophets and
After
this magnificent and eloquent
men; it goes into the development public is cordially invited to attend open the politicalcampaign on Wed- as follows:
priests. They are the column of cloud address, PresidentKollen Introduced
nesday evening of next week. The
From the land of the Dakotas, from by day and the pillar of fire by night, Dr. John D, McLaren, whose services
of the Society, on the theory that Admission fifteen cents.
addresseswill be delivered by two the fertile fields of Iowa, from the guiding us to the promised land.
have been secured in place of Prof. S.
the development of the Society means
As a fair indication of the price of Ex Speakers of the House of Repre- sun kissed prairies of Illinois, from
Yet we should not forget that there A. Mast, who takes a post graduate
the forests and farms of Wisconsin, come ringing down the ages the course at Johns Hopkins university
the promotion of the public good. real estate on Eighth street, we can sentatives—Hon. D. P. Markey and
mention
a
transactionof twenty Hon. G. J. Diekema. See posters. from the vast Empire state, from the words of King Solomon, who prefer- this year.
Remember, you who by the purchase
towns,, villagesand cities of Michigan, red wisdom to gold and silver, to powHe was greeted by a jrouslng colfeet, immediately east of P. A A
which like a gem Is set In a diadem of er, lertgth of days, and the life of his lege yell, which made his perfectly at
of a ticket or otherwise give a cent
Tuesday
morning,
after G. J.
Steketee’s store. P. Boot to E.
water, from the great northwest ter- enemies, saying: "He who increaseth home In his new surroundings.
into the coffersof the Holland Fair, Metz, 20 feet, .^30 per foot. The Diekema had awoke from his slum- ritory, which Is dedicated to religion, knowledge Increaseth sorrow.”
The benediction was pronounced by
bers, which appear to have been ex- morality and education,you have
What
a
strange
message!
Is
it con- the Rev. A. J. Luther of the M. E.
. you do not promote the interest of intention is to build on this lot a
traordinary sound, he realized that come, some three hundred strong, sistent with such utterances as these: church, and Hope college was formany individual;but aid an enter- store for millinery purposes. The during the night his friends the with one object In your minds and "Wisdom Is the principal thing, there- ally opened.
with one desire In your hearts, name- fore get wisdom, and with all thy getbrick has already been purchased
prize of a public nature. Now, in
enemy had been making inroads up- ly, to search for and find knowledged. ting, get understanding."
and the building will be commenced
on his anticipationsand ambition. You have done well to come here,
the future instead of criticizing,put
“He that getteth wisdom loveth his John Penna Again in Trouble.
m a few days. The building will
where this great treasure can be own soul."
your shoulder to the wheel and do have a stone basement throughout, As reported by him, and this is no found; where for more than half a
John Penna a boy whose home is
"How much' better In it to get wiscampaign story, some unscrupulous century the earnest searchers for
piuEftSt
Seventeenth street, but who
two stories in height, 20 x 40 feet.
some good.
dom than gold, yea, to get,
partisan had misconstruedand mis- truth have found rarest gems and
standing
is rathej.fc, be' chosen “than has been touring the country on
The following are the arrivals and applied the idea of reoiprocitr,-the purest gold, which they have carrleo
some tramping stunts, returned
Notes Of the Fair.
clearances up to Friday morning.
"Wisdom is better than rubies, and home last week only to be arrested
net result of which to Mr. Diekema 10 ‘he lu(,tte5nJS,.part8°c
ARRIVALS.
The consession men have been
an(i several mem- all things that may be desired are not
Sept- U— Scbr. Maid of tb« Mlit, from She- was that upon a summary inyentor*
by Deputy Sheriff Arie Zanting.
neolioontlvtaken
b®™ of the faculty,who found their to be compared to It."
making applications for space in
b"yjc«n. HkIc.
j
.TT0,
'*oUnd
his as knowledge here, have returned to
Is
this
message
not
the
product
of
The arrest was made on a year old
Kvalin,
from
Mllwauk-*,
ll«k
overwhelmingnumbers. Ail those
W»Uln. from ihlcago. *00 bu. sets reauceg- jn night
15430 these classic halls laden with wisdom a disordered mind, of a disappointed charge. The charge was made by
of corn.
who desire to secure a place for a
£ JSfi! ad valorem. The particulars t0 ttCt
*u‘de® upon familiar life, and of a pessimistic soul? No!
Jo«e«,from Ohtnuro.
lunch stand, a cane rack, for the
__ ___ _ .1.
^
, grounds, while the great universitiesThese are healthy words of real wis- Jacob Van De Wege, who claims
!!-Kinm«, from Duarte
coni*
14 of the case are that at some hour af- 0f the east and west, and even ancient dom, and embody the true philosophy that Penna took $23-50 from his
sale of
ucrj
19ter retiring the nouae had been en- Oxford with its classic lore, have help- of life. Knowledge brings sorrow, trunk.
purpgse.i^at ever should be ^ any
.......
to red through one of the kitchen ed to equip with wondrous wisdom a great knowledge brings great sorrow. He was arrested at the time, but when
ground Monday. Sept. 23rd. as the *ept. 17-Scbr. Kvelln.to Milwaukee, SJ cohlg windows, it being the only one thru splendid faculty for their life work. Why? For the same reason that the he admitted his guilt in Justice Me
wood.
You have done well to come here, electric light casts a darker, deeper
concession committee will be on the
17- '• wollln to ftacina. SO in H!<-k- which an entrance could have been because the knowledge which you will shadpw than the candle.
Bride’q court he was allowed to go
ory
lumber.
ground all day to allot proper
Because from the day that you en- on a suspended sentence. He was
18
Mat ot the Mist. t<> jTao Ki*- obtained. From the burned matches, find consecrated knowledge,knowler«. WO h«sVein iH’udn g. 00
space to each.
on the floor the - thief or thieves edge dedicatedto service.The pur- ter the college until you speak your requiredto pay the stolen money in
tMUkrtsgrapes.
suit of knowledge for its own sake Is valedictory,and all through life, you
18— '• Joaea, to unlcago. 31^; cda. must have first taken a survey down
as vain as the pursuit of beauty, are conscious of an ever-growingregular payments. Penna started
1m pi maple, 7* edv Ceech
The Holland Citizen Band, the
18- •' Kmmo, tn Alma pax. 85o lb*. stairs and from thence proceededup wealth, power, position and influence sense of your own limitations. You in all right and found a job. He
150 bu. appleo, 800 bkts, pooch*
stairs to the family bed room. Mr. for their own sakes. Is as vain os look upward through the telescope, made payments to the justice reguCrisp Cornet Band, and the Ottawa
to bn. oolong.
18— * Gorlbolcl,to Mclne. 80 bn. ap- D.’s clothes were relieved of his was the pursuit of Jason and the Ar- and there, far beyond your vision, un- larly until he had paid about $13
Band of Zeeland have been engonauts for the golden fleece, and the known worlds and systems of worlds
ples, 55 bu. pane boa, R7 bkU
poeketbook and Mrs. D .’s purse was search for the fountainof perpetual
gaged to furnish music the differgrapes,40 bu. peart.
roll on In limitlessspace. You look of the required amount. Then he
also
missing,
the
two
containing
ent days of the Fair.
youth.
Knowledge
Is
power
only
downward
through the microscope, suddenly left the city leaving the reWHAT YOU SAW [25 YEARS AGO
over $30 in money. Upon serrch it when It Is in action; when it Is dedi- and again you are face to face with mainder unpaid.
Have you tried Charlie Harmon’s was found that nothing else had cated to the service of God and hu- Infinity. Everything in the world of
Boone Bros’s.. stables will be
In Justice Miles court last week
art, science,literatureand philosophy,
new barber? The regular custom- been taken, not even the watch manity.
represente 1
of the
You have done well to come here in the world of njlnd and matter, Is Penna entered a plea of not guilty.
ers of the shop decide that he is the
which was in the vest on the same where the atmosphere and environ- linritless. A little sphere of light and His trial was set for today. In the
best trotters and pa
pacers in their
best barber of the two.
chair. No clue to the burglars thus ment are conducive to a healthy phy- then Impenetrabledarkness and the mean time he has been locked up at
string. Johnnie and Hub will both
sical, mental, moral and spiritual dark, deep unknown and unknowable.
be in the sulkies to contend for
Circuit Court CommissionerA. far, and no suspicionupon the near- growth and the development of a full Oh, the sorrow of a limited view Into Grand Haven, because he could not
Visacher was busy last Tuesday tak- 081 neighbors.
furnish 1200 bail.
victory.
a limitlessworld!
orbed
"
The News will say that all other with a probability that it will be
increased. We have not learned of
papers are welcome to the Fair adany change in the faculty.
vertising on the same terms under
Although we have not received a
which the News does the work. The list of premiums awarded by the
fact of the matter is that the News State Pomologica! society at Grand
inserts it, as does the Grondwet, Rapids, we noticed that Hon. John
Roost of this city was awarded the
free, actuated only by the desire to
first premium for late Crawford
help along a public enterprise. The.

A. No. 1 market in the first ward.
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HOLLAND OH
Bert §l*gh was in

Grand

Good Roads Agitation.

Rapids

By

yesterday on basinets.

WS
Notes of Sport

ANTHONY ROSBACH.

Good roads and civilisation go hand
Villinger left for jChicago In hand. Civilizationis here taken
yesterday to attend the dress makers’ in the generally accepted meaning of
the term. True civilizationIs only
convention.
possible where Christianityis embracMrs. J. J. Van Zanten of Beaver- ed. but civilizationIn general denotdam is visiting at the hume of her ing the progress of mankind In arts
and science in commerce, agriculture
father,E Van der Veen.
Mrs. A. Finch is visiting friends
and Industry, is also found in pagan

Society and
x x Personal.

Y Nh

The Hollands played

at

Feon-

E

ville last Saturday and defeated
them by a score of 8 to 7. Ti e
game was a fast one and the victory was repeatedlyendangeredfor
Holland, but Kerkhoff’sfine pitching saved the day. The Hollands
C. Hoffman returned Tuesday countries.Thus the old Greeks and are now looking for a game with
at Saulr Ste. Marie.
Romans had attained to a high state the Independents.
The Rev. Van Wyk of Sioux evening from a trip to Chicago and of civilization, and modern Japan Is
The Holland Independents did
Battle Creek.
Center, Iowa, who was called to the
classified among the civilized nations. not fare so well at Zeeland. KarWilliam Thomas and Perry As- And history tells us that whenever a
Sixteenth street Christian Resten, the great Zeeland pitcher,
kins have been engaged to play in people turned Into the ways of civilformed church, has declined.
ization, they also busied themselves practically held them in the hollow
E. VanderVeen and daughter, the Allegan band during the fair to construct roads for travel and com- of his hand, striking out sevente n
there.
munication. They traveled the high- men in the course of the gtmr.
Mrs. Jane Boyd, are visiting at the
Mr. and Mrs. William West veer, ways of progress In a literal as weN
home of Rev. and Mrs. G. Water
The Zeeland team had . been
as a figurativesense.
mulder at
•n who have been spending a week
The roads constructed by the an- strengthenedby several players
with relatives at Overisel, returned cient Roman emperors on which thelf from out of tbwn, . but thfc plucky
Miss Jennie Workman left Monda
legions went forth to conquer the
little Independents wer4 undaunte^lendwt trip through
world, are still used at the present
N,
E.
Scott,
who
has
been
visiting
Oolorado.
day. 1 hud almost made the state- ed and put up a good fight in spite
his brother, J. G. Scott for two ment that from the condition of their of the odds. The score was 10 to
Mrs. Dalman of this city, former
weeks, has returned to Ann Arbor, roads we would be able to determine a in favor of Zeeland. Ou Saturly of Zeeland, has left for East Holwhere he will take his senior year in the degree of civilization of a people. day afternoon a return game will
land where she will make her future
But upon refiection such a statement
dentistry.
proves itself to be wrong. Indeed, If be played on the Nineteenth street
home with her daughter, Mrs. Otto
George Van Hess, employed at it were true, what a serious refiection grounds, when the Independents
J. Schaap.
the Interurban office here left Mon- It would be on the boasted civilization expect to do others as Qthey were
of our American people. If It were
P. F. Boone, B VanRaalte, Jr. J.
day for Detroit on business connect true, the condition of some of our done. A large crowd is expected
B. Mulder, R. C. Eisley and Con
with the company.
roads right here In our own commun- to watch the game.
DePree went ter Kalamazoo Tuesday
Graaf- 1 Ity would lead us to believe that we
The Holland high school eleven
Miss
Gra^e
Mulder
of
in the lattersauto to attend the horse
were Just emerging from a state of
was defeated by Allegan Saturday
schap
has
secured
a position at Du deepest barbarism.
races.
Rather, let us make this statement, by a score of 33 to o; It was the
Mez Brothers’ store.
Simon A. VerWey, one of the
that he age of a community or a peo- first game of the season and pracMrs.
Nick
Hofsfeen
returned
local carrier*;started on his two
ple Is In a large degree determined by
tically the first game the high
weeks’ vacation Monday morning. Sunday from a month's visit will) Its progress in the construction of its
school
team ever played, since it is
Sub Carrier A1 • Vegter is covering relatives at Colorado Springs, Col. public roads, in the making of this mostly made up of new material;
Th*
statement the history of the nations
his route.
The Rev. James \\ ayer for tne w,j, ,)ear me out The contrast beand besides, the different players
past
two years pastor at the Re- between the highways of the old
Henry Plakke of the north side
formed church at East Holland, world and the new is striking evl- have not yet become used to each
of the bay has accepted a position
other. The Allegan team out
has accepted a call to a Reformed
.
.. noIintrv
as clerk at B. Stekelee’s store.
.
, j. .
In European countries the country weighed the visitors man for man,
roads are paved or macadamized, as and by this means made long gains
Mr. and Mrs. James Irving of n urana
Joseph
O’Leary,
clerk at the Ho-‘we11 U8 the 8treeta ,n the cities. Hera by heavy plays through the line.
Jecison park have left on a trip nl ij,
I
. many of our city streets are mudholes.
tel Holland, is visiting his parents Bac^ of the old cuuntry highways In the first half Holland fought
through the east.
at
Stand centuries of a continuouseffort, hard and held the heavy opponents
Miss Hazel Wing has 'retuned to
ALorneyC
VanderMeulen
visited
back of our own onl>"a few 8h0rt to 1 points. The weight constantOberlin, Ohio., to resume her
hie father "at the Battle Creek earn.
ly thrown against the lighter men,
studies.
tarium yesterday.
here to found for themselvesa home however, wore them down until in
H. Boone, Sr., attendedjtheraces
Jacob Zindewind attended the In the new world, IJiey did not find* the second half Allegan ran thru
at Kalamazoo Tuesday.
like the childrenof Israel entering
fair at Allegan yesterday.
Canan, houses built for them and them just twice as fast. Following
Mrs. Hoogenstein and children
The Rev. S. M. Zwemer moved roads ready to travel,but a primeval was the high school’s line up: cen
are visiting friends at Ludington.
east with his family last Monday, forest peopled by savages, whose only ter, James Williams; left guard,
Miss Cora Stroop is visitingrel- He will reside at
Q ______ * ’ means of communication was a trail Earl Luther; right guard,
Frank
.Pi
West Second
through the wilderness.
atives in Grand Rapids and KalaSmith;
right
tackle,
E.
Van
Ry;
street. Mount Ternon, a si.bm!) of
They had a stupendoustask before
mazoo.
m. and the struggle to transform left tackle, R. VanRy; left end,
New \ nrk City, to engage in !iis new
J. B. Hadden and wife are in at- work .u> candidateKecretaiy fur the the wilderness Into a habitable coun- Lacey; right end, Frank Price;
tendance at the Grand National Studi-nt Volunteer movement and try w; s a strenuous one. One of the quarter back, Homer Blom; left
serious problemsconfronting the eaply
convention of the Protective legion field secretary for the Baard of pioneers was the lack of roads. The half, Francis Deto; right half,
which is being held at Buffalo, N. Forei ^i Missions.
Indian trail was inadequateto their Chas. Berg: full back, John Rineeds, for the social structure of a
Y., this week.
Ed vard Luther lias left for Albion civilized people rests upon free means gaud; substitute, R. Stanton.
Mrs. E. P. Stephan returned to take up chemistry.
< f communication. So the trail was
Monday morning from a three Orrio Brusso has left for Warren widened to a road, and the rude lum- Come to Holland’s Flneat Fair
lering ox wagon awakening the
Next Week.
visit to friends in Chicago.
town, Va., where he will enter the echoes of the forest became the fore
Rev. J. W. Brink of Muskegon, Virginia Military academy.
runner of the multitudinous traffic of
Again the officersof the S. 0. &
who has been called to the ProsW. A. Agriculturalsociety call atThe Epworth l.jgue o. the M. E.
pect Park Christian Reformed church gave an informal reception the question of road Improvement ha» tention to the annual fair which
church, has declined.
will be held this year at Holland
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C St. been an Important one ever since.
Dick Oosting, rural carrier on Clair for the" teachers io the city 1 Indeed, the road question will be a Sept. 24th to Sept. 27th. It is the
All
vital one to the very life of our nation
route No a out of Holland, re- crHrirtlc
schools. All but four of the teach- untl, the t|me comeg that every man confident prediction of all who
sumed his work Monday morning ers were
owns his own private airship, and the have been engaged in making this
after a two weeks’ vacation.
Miss Anna Van Ark has returned chief concern of our people will be to enterpise a success, that— the fair
Mrs. N. Hendricks of Traverse from, three week’s visit
h., this yearwil! overshadow all pre
City is visiting her brother, RichEdward Doesburg, fo-merly of the work of road improvement In our vious exhibitions given by the soard VandenBerg, in this city.
this city, returned yesterday noon country kept pace with the deveiop- ciety. No expense has been spared
ment in other lines of Industry? And
Miss Winnifred VanZoeren re- frora Grand Rapids. Wis, after the answer must be enfc>hatlcally, No. liberalitybeing the watch word for
the races, for the attractions and
turned yesterday from a few days' about a year’s absence.
Mrs.

Kalamazoo.
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strengthens enfeebled
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study of the conditions In different
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premiums.

Peter DeVries has resigned his i)ar,p of the Unlon show that on,>’ a
Substantialincreases have been
ot Van Putten’s grocery sm“"
1,cr cent
^ permanent.
our coun,ry roat"
have been
made
Eve» made in the premium list, and the
Rapids is visitingat the home of store after twenty five years service. the oldest communities are casting
entries already received indicate
Peter Elhart in this city.
Mrs. A. Knoohuizen and Miss about for means to make their dirt that there will not be a loot of
roads passable. The great state of
AND
G. F. Armstead, who has been Maggie VanPutten returned Satur Ohio, one hundred years old, with un- available space left when the doors
ill for a week or more, is again on day from a ten day’s visit with limited quantities of stone, has only open for the big fair next week.
a small per cent of hard road. A
friends in Chicago and Milwaukee.
duty at his place of business.
>1200 will be offered for the
speaker in Iowa declared that they
Rev.' and Mrs. William Taylor, would have reached the height of races, ahd this liberal sum of mon
Peter Notier of this city left
Tuesday for Kansas.
will who have been spending a few days their ambition in that state if they ey has resulted in securing some of
spent about six weeks there in the at the Harrington cottage have again could have 15 per cent^of their roads the best trotters, pacers and runcovered with stone surface. And right
Train leaves Grand Rapids at 8:20
taken up their
hope of benefiting his health.
their residence at 350 years old, 1 dare say we have not built ners on the circuit. “Every heat
a. m.
Maple
street.
will be a race this year,” is the
'one mile of hard, permanent road.
Mrs N. liofsteen and daughter
Round trip lare to Cleveland
Dorothy returned Sunday from Miss Jennie Dunuiwiud,who has 1 It Is true, we are blessed with many predictionof the speed committee {6.75, Buffalo $(.).oo.
miles of good gravelled roads, hut it is
Colorado. They were absent four been spending three weeks with not also true that many of them are as they have the goods and will
Tickets good 30 day.
weeks.
friends in Grand Rapids, returned at certain times of the year almost im- deliver them in a manner that will
For any further pariicularsap
passable? The truth of the matter Is satisfy the most fastidious lovers of
home last week.
ply to ticket agents or write J. W.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Hesseling rethat throughoutthe length and horse flesh.
Mrs H. J. Wickerink returned breadth of our land the roads have
Daly, G. F. A., Cleveland, 0.
turned to their home. in Park Lake
It will be a medley of interest
after a visit with friends in the city. last week from an extended visit been neglected.For this the national
relativesat Lake View and government is partly responsible, from Tuesday until the sun goes
Ben Wiersema has returned with
While it has been appropriating mll- down Friday night, for unexcelled
Mecosta.
OrJiaary clothei art tuily loui,
from a trip ef two weeks in the
lions of dollars, and donating large attractions have been secured.
lut
it is acre difficult to dtceover |artracts of land to the railroads,It has
east.
visited Buffalo, New Farewell Reception
ney* not given one cent to the wagon roads. There is the usual tent shows, side the applicationsfor space in every Mats that will 0atuf77ouag»«awfc0
York. Albany, and other cities in
Luther.
While with lavish hand it has pro- shows, etc., and in addition the departmentthreaten to crowd kaow a nrstfer Suit or Overcoat
eluding the Jamestown expositioo.
Tuesday
evening
a farewall roppn- moted the Improvementof harb-rs free acts to be given in front of the every availablefoot of
when they ice it. Make it a point ta
luesuay evening a lareweii recep- ,and waterway8( lt ha„ steadfastly regrand stand each afternoon beMiss Katie Kuite of this city
tion was tendered Ivev. and Mrs. A. fused to raise a finger for the linSpecial rates will prevail on the Me Youaf Men# "Vikii»t*>7**®*
tween the heats of the races are the
spent Sunday i i Grand Rapids.
T. Luther in the M. E. church par- provement of the highways. The
Clothing manufactured by
by Becker,
Gotking
In erurban railway during the en
Benjamin Meatman of Overisel lore. This popular pastor and his !Btat€ governments also bear a share best that can be secured, including tire week, and special service will Mayer, fif Co., Chicago.
t
of the blame. While little or nothing performances on the high wire, the
The "Viking Syetem" label It In them,
visited friends in Holland Sunday. familn
be given.
family will mo\e to Lake Odessa has been done in the wry of approthe mark of excellence— Our Guarantee,
contortionsof Zello, the Frog Man
Miss Jennie ILn-c:i spent Sun- next
prlet'.ans, the road laws have been. In
Against Parcels
A program was rendered in which many instances, drawn In su h a and acrobatic stunts of a thrilling Campaign
day with frien.ij i,. Giand Rapids.
For Sale
nature.
Post
the
following
took
part:
D.
M.
Shaw
"ude
maaner
and
30
delwtiveauiinMrs. Chas. D/'cstra and childadequate has be-;n their application, The events for amateur horemen
The Holland Merchants’ associa
ren are spen hug a few days in of the official board; tred Miles on tliat thc progrets of road making has
will prove interesting and amusing.
Kalamazoo 'h gucs-’s of relatives. behalf Of the Sunday School; Clifford been sadly retarded. Yet the bulk of For instance, there will be the tion is taking an active interest in
Harrington on behalf of the Ep- th* onus for the condition of things
subjects of prime importanceand ef
Mrs. F. Griff i and Mrs C. L,
trotting race for horses driyen to forts will be instituted to secure
worth
League,
Miss Hern ice
the buggy by the owners. Then there
Kuite !• u Aa’q-diy night for a visfavorable legislationto protect their
representingthe Junior League; source of development lies with the
it tO C'T.lgu.
wili be a green , race for horses
interests.The merchants are a unit
Mrs. Taylor, of the Ladies’ Aid; Mrs people, and If the people are alive M
which have never before been en- in opposing the adoption of a parP. L\ Me 3 ride' Mrs. G H. Me
Elferdinkof the Women’s Foreign a question the governing power will
WANTED — By first of Novsurely respond. But on the road ques- tered on any track. Novelty races
Bride and Mrs. W. C. Cadwallancels post on the ground that it will
Missionarrsociety; Miss Fisk of the tion we have been asleep. We have
will be given, such as the slow
ember,
small flat or rooms,
der ha e reiur.ied from a trip to
give mail order concerns easy access
Woman’s Home Missionary society. been moving along In the ruts. It Is
race in which the last horse wins; to territory in which the merchants
Saratoga, N. V., where they attended
heated,
lighted and partially
G. Van Schelven gave a historical high time we were getting out of the
thegientO. A. R. reunion and review of the Methodist church in ruts and getting the ruts out of the the race in which the horses trot a sell their wares. Congressman furnished state location, price,
roads, and I am glad to say that the half mile, walk a half mile and run
visited tr on* tern cities.
Diekema and Senator Smith will be
Holland and G. J. Diekema spoke country Is awakening. Our people are
conveniences and full partiMis* Kaiimriue Poet left yester- on the place Methodism occupies in beginningto realize what a tremen- a half mile; the race in which the asked to assist in defeating the
culars first letter.
day fi r Ann Arbor where she will re- Hollamid.
dous loss. Is occasionedby neglect of horses are taken in front of the measure when it is revived in conFlat renter, care
the highways.All over the land meet- grand stand, unhitched, driven gress. The fight against auction
sume
college work at the UniverA. W. Gumser on behalf of the ings are being held and associations
around the track go as you please, stores who cater to the holiday trade
sity of Michigan.
Holland City News
church presented Rev. Luther are being formed for road improveand then harnessed.
will
be
renewed
as
these
fly-by
night
Mrs. Bt'rl Veersing and children with a puree of 138 as a parting ment. During the Louisiana Purchase
Although considerable time and concerns have seriously cut the
exposition at St. Louis a good roads
from Si. Pauli Minti., are visiting gift.
conventionwas held at which repre- money is devoted for races and for trade in previous years. The counJohn Weeraing and other relatives
sentativeswere present from 35 states, a few amusements, the fact is not
and the Influence of that convention overlooked that the Fair is really cil will be asked to assist the movein this city.
Accidental Diecoveriee.
ment by the passing of an usunually
is still felt.
Chance or accident has played an
Mr. and Mrs. D. D, Alton and
A National Good Roads association for the purpose of exhibitingall high license fee and thus abolish
children, who have been visiting in importantrole in both discovery and has been organized, and the different that is best from the farm and gar- the evil. The discount fee in favor
states are falling Into line, many of den, the workshop and the home;
this city, returned yesterdayto their invention.NathanielHayward once
of college profifcsors, students and
the states, including Michigan, being
For Infants and Children.
noted
that
sulphur
deprived
rubber
of
and liberal premiums have been ofhome in Fremont.
organized.The establishment of rural
clergymen will/ also receive consi-|
stickiness. Goodyear came along,
fered.
For
the
last
two
years
every
free mail delivery is also a mighty
Ilia Kind You Han Atwaji Bought
deration. /
Hoyt Poet was in Greenville yes- combined some rubber and sulphur by factor In the working out of the road
stable has been .filled,every detirday on bnaineea.
way of experiment, and, quite by ac- problem. The United States governBears the
partment has been crowded with
The pouftry department will be;
cident, overturnedsome of the mix- ment ’has undertaken to deliver pracSignature
of
Bom yesterday morning to Mr. ture upon a hot stove. He saw In a tically every farmer’s mall at his door. entries. Over $1000. was paid out crowded judging from the number
of
entries
received,
as
will
also
the
and Mrs- Bert Smith, a daughter.
moment that heat was essentialto It sends out its carriers every’ work- last year in premiums and this sum
ing day in the year to make the deliv- will be exceeded this year accord- the Art Hall; while the Flower
A. Pieters waa in Gfrand Hav
rUbber ,Icp€rvloU8 to Vulcanfi ery. and in return it expects the faring
„ to
.. rpresent
________indication;
_________ , foral- Exhibit will, as usual, be one of r Advertise
Holland
yesterdayon
mer to make the highways fit for the
ready
entries have been made, and the features of the Big
'{News.
carriers to travel.

Miss Mabel Dorn
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THE NEWS IN BRIEF.
The Harrlmnn Intereetshave taken
over the Armour refrigeratorcar
business on the Pacific slope.

Wood

E. M. Crumb, a diamond t/roker, of
Chicago, was lured to a flat and beaten and robbed of $1,000 of gems.

Two men and a woman were killed
by the collapse of the Doban Shoe

Sale -

$

Per Cord.

.00

1

The Ideal Family Resort

company's building In Cincinnati
Prince Chav Chavadie,of the coun-

Cheapest fuel Holland has seen for years.

cil of the empire, has been assassinat-

We have

ed In the Hushety district of Russia.

The

princess

was wounded at

the

same time.
.Juan Espinosa, an expert Chilian
marksman, while attemptingto shoot
an apple from the head of a man at a
circus at Rio Janeiro missed and

large quantities that must be

moved, and quote the following prices:

• • yAiU) PRICES.

killed the apple bearer.

Hemlock

Advices from Casablanca say that
the tribal delegates have accepted all
the peace conditions fixed by Gen.
Drude and departed to seek delegates
from ail the other warrlag tribes.

Elm

Ash
•
Maple - -

The state board of health at Linadopted a resolution pro-

DEUVERED

Hemlock

1

hibiting any employe or appointee
from carrying a pass. Two secretaries
will resign or give up their passes.

Located on Interurban at Jenison Park
NEWLY FITTED OUT WITH COMPLETE CAFE.

of

Franca
threaten to {ollow the example of the
men of Midi in refusing to pay taxes
unless the government protects their
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At a sessionof said court, held at the iirobate
in the City of Grand Haven.in said
county, on the 4th day of September. A. D.
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Almost everyone can, with the proper care, preserve the
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surely better health and more
for examination and advice.
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.MICHIGAN— Tbe Probate Court

Wo

of

September, A. D.

1

907,

Challenge

Refrigerator Line

Dirkje Van den Heuvel Ihaving idled In sold
court her petition praying that theadminls.
tration of said estate be granted to Jan Van
den Heurel or to some other suitablet>erson.
It Is Ordered. That the

23rd day

Sell the

We furnish ice

Dirk Dekker, Deceased.

23th day

of

September, A.

I).

1907,

o'clockIn the fon-noon. at said probate
and Is hereby appointed for hearing
HgiilUwtition.
It Is Further Ordered, That public no-

Registerof Probate.
8 w

at ton

'office,be

tice thereof be given by publication of a

copy of this order, for three successive
weeks previousto said day of hearing, In
the Holland^ City News, a newspaper

i

printed and circulated In said county.

EDWARD
(A true

P. KIRBY.

copy.) Judge

of Probate.

Hariff J. Phillips
Registci of Probate.
3w-.V»

VIQITABLI
I

street, outage

may mean a longer life,
comfort. We charge you nothing

teeth as long tu they live, and preservation

John Hiown, Deceased.
weeks previousto said day of hearing, in
Thomas Brown, having fllcd in said court Ids the Holland City News, a newspaper
Petition praying! that the administration of printedand circulated in said county.
said estateliejrrantcd to Charles H McBride or
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
to some other suitableperson,
(A true copy.) Judge of Probate.
It is Ordered. That the
HARLEY J. PHI M.IPS.

BLAND

“d-DtOPS" is entirely free from opium,
cocaine, morphine,alcohol,laudanum,
and other similar ingredients.

Touch Tbit Reals
1 the tench of Bucklen’s Arnica
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HOLLAND, MICH.

Probate
Court for the County of Ottawa.
In the matter of the estate
Jan
Holder. Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that four months
from the Wth day of August. A. D.t 1907.
have been allowed for creditors to present
their claims against said deceased to said
court for examination and adjustment,
and that all creditors of said deceased are
required to present their claims to said
Court, at the Probate office. In the City of
Grand Haven, In said county,on or before
the titblday * f December,A. d. 19o7, and that
said claims will be heard by said Court on
life] 94th day of |Decembar, A. D., 1907.
at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated Auguit 24th. A. D. 1907.

of

EDWARD

P.

WANTED—

FRED BOONE,

|

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

Livery, Sale

and Feed Stable

'

Best Carriages, fast gentle

horses,

lowest prices. Special care given to
boarding horses, either by the day or

month. Always have good
horses for sale. SPECIAL PRICES
by

for

the

WEDDINGS

and

FUNERALS.

209 Central Avenue
Citizens Phone 34, Hell Phone 26.

HOLLAND, MICH.

KIRBY,

Judge of Probate.
3w 34

this salve will cure it. For burns,
To the Consumers.
A great in /e-tmenr, absolutely scalds, cuts, wounds or piles, it has
For relief in the warm weather
saf‘tbii gs n turns that notlnng no equal,
Guaranteed by Walsh
won to come. If you want quick,
else can; giving surplus • armng j Drug Co. druggists, 25c.
courteous treatment in the way of
power; securing comfort * nd health
keeping things cool call citz. phone
|in your declining years. That’s
Consumers Ice*Co.
j what Hollister'sRocky Mountain
A cook. Family of
Tea does. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets. Haan Bros.
six. Good wages. Inquire at the
yiTbiKicd YwHan,
Kirchhiem on the South side of the
ftfutu*
bay, or telephone,Citizensor Bell
New* Want Ads pay.
*
or inquire at News office.
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Probate

Fated Sept. IWh. A. D. 1*07.

balsams ever compounded. No
matter how old the sore or ulcer is,
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P. K1KBT,
Judge of Probate.

Court, held at the Probate at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at said
OfficeIn the city of Grand Haven, in said county Probate office, be and is hereby appointed
on the 2#th day of August, A.D. ISW7.
for hearing sold iietition
Present: Hon. EDWARD p. KIRBY.
It Is Further Ordered, That public noJudge of Probate,
tice thereofbe given by publication of a
In the matter of the estate ol
copy of this order, for three successive

Applied externallyit affordsalmost inUnt relief from pain, while permanent
results are being effected by taking it internally. purifying the blood, dissolving
the poisonous substance and removing it
I from the
I
j
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the city, and will

EDWARD

August ^9'th. A. D., 1907.
P. KIRBY,
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you are sufferingwith RheumtUso.
Lumbago, Sciatica,Neuralgia. Kidney
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us foi a trial bottle of
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j It la further ordered, that public nolle*
' thereof be given by publicationof a copy of

.
f°r prices,

in

office,be

EDWARD P. KIRBY.
Notice is hereby given that four months
Judge of Probate.
from I the 21 h day of August, A. D. n*i7.
86-3w
have been allowedfor creditors to present
their claims against said deceased to said
court for examination and adjustment, STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
Court for the County of Ottawa.
and that all creditors of said deceased are
At a session of said court, held at the
required to present their claims to said
court, at the Probate Office in the city of Probate office,In the City of Grand HaGiand Haven, In said county, on or be- ven, In said county, on the tth day of
fore the :uli day of December,A. D. Itn7, August, a. d. |9i-7.
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, Judge
nnd that said claims will be heard by said
court on the Sith^day of Dscetnber. A. D. iqu?, of Probate.
«t ten o'clock In the forenoon,
In the matter of the estate of

I
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Heavy Packing ..........5 gn
BUTTER-Creamery........ 27

,

“ide*totc*,,pe*rbeforc,aldoourtiatM,dti,,ie
and place, to show cause why a license to sel)
the Interest of said estate in said real est-tc
should not be granted;

•

a gas range.
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do the work RIGHT.
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Siift r. Deceased.

DR.

Fancy

D. 1907.

Holland City Gas ‘Company.

“A Uttlaglribare had snoh a waak back caused
by Rheumatism and Kidnay Trouble that abs
could not stand on bar fast. The moment they
put her down on the door she would scream with
paint. I treated her with "S- DKoPB"and today [
she runs around ns well and happr as can be.
I prescribe “l-DROPf for my patianU and nee
It In my practice.” #

.... $6 50
Fair to Good Steers ...... 6 &q
Yearlings, Plain to
5 00
Bulls.
to Choice 2 70
Calves ......
r *5

day of September, A.

Notice Is hereby given that four months
from tie loth day of Sept.. A. D, 1907
have been allowed for creditors to present
their claims against said deceased to said
court for examination and adjustment,
and that all creditors of said deceased are
required to present their claims to said
court, at the Probate Office in the city of
Grand Haven, In said county, on or before the 10th day of J« uary. A. D. KM*
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate and that said claims will be heard by said
court on the loth day of Jimuary. A. R.10O8
Court for the County of Ottawa.
In the matter of the relate of Johannes at ten o'clock in the fore noon.

Hancock, Minn., writs#:
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have the only Automobile
Vulcanizer

Onlered. that the

o'clock in the forenoon, at said prolate
and is hereby ai>i>ointed for hearing
said petition: and that all persons Interestedin

the hap-

COOK WITH GAS

Of Brewton, Ga.< writes:
"I bad been a sufferer (or a number of yaan 1
wUB Lum b**o and Rhou maUsa la my anas and
Isgs, and triad all the remediesthat 1 could
gstber from medloal works. and also coneulted
with anumbsrof ths beet plireiclern,
but found
nothlngthat gave the nIM obtainedfrom
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inePiod of cooking in vogue.

system.
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Coolest, Cheapest, Quickest

DR. 8. D.
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;
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eald county.

Imperial Yacht Standart Was Blown
Up by Floating Mine.
London, Sept. 17.— Facts in confirmation of the reported attempt
when the royal family was on board
to assassinate Czar Nicholas of Russia
by blowing up his private yacht were
received Monday. It is learned that
instead of the royal yacht Standart
accidentally going aground off the
•shore of Finland, she was stove In by
'the explosion of a floating dynamite
mine. Her commander ran her ashore
•to save the lives of the imperial family
on board.

........................ 6

Tire

Need Vulcanizing?

j in

is the^fortunate lot of

CZAR AND FAMILY NEAR DEATH.

Sheep ......................
3 60
FLOUR— Winter Straights..4 10

Does Your Automobile

HOWARD P. KIRBY.

Albert Oetnien and Henry Oetma’ihaving tilt'd
said court their petition, proyinirfor license
to sell the Interest of said estate in certainreal
estate therein

ROAST
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Island of Curacao, from Bogota announced that Gen. Juan Pablo Penalo*a, the leader of Venezuela's last revolution in March of this year, who
sought refuge in Colombia,' has been
arreatgd by the Colombian government at Cucuta and taken to Bogota.

Hogs

Probau? t’ouit

Geert Oetinan, Deceased.

ed.

York,
LIVE STOCK-8 tee rs ....... U 25

the Coal Dealers, or to

Co.’s Office.

In the Matter of the Fstatc of

do has received a telegram from A. S.
Munro, health officer at Vancouver,
stating that of the 900 Hindus who
arrived by the Monteaglethere are 25
old and sick men who will be deport-

New

2

Judge of Probate.

interior of Cana-

v

OF MICHIOAK. The

Present: HON.

praise of the treatment given him by
the kaiser and other German officials.

THE MARKETS.
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25
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County of Ottawa.

1907.

who delivered the Roosevelt lectures in German universities,has returned to New York and is loud in his

The substantiationof the attempted
assassination report was received by
way of Copenhagen in a private mes
sage from St. Petersburg.In addition
'to this it is also reported from St.
Petersburgthat the reign of terror
Ja starting In Russia anew and that
Russian troubles are steadily increasinf, far beyond those of recent yean.

1

00

office,

sity,

Charles Garner, a mine boss at
Creweberg,Kan., and his sister, Mrs.
George Rexfosd, were waylaid on a
lonely road while returning home by
a number of Italians and shot and
fatally wounded. Garner returned the
fire and shot and killed two Italians,
names unknown.
Mathew B. Hudson, whose strange
disappearance in San Francisconearly caused two deaths In the Hudson
home In Chicago, has been found in a
hospital in San Francisco in a serious
condition,brought on by blows struck
by sailors who robbed him of his
watch and money.
Letters received at Willemstad,

lof

$1

I’ring your family and spend a day’s outing.

freed.

The minister of the

- -

Fine Music and Orderly Enteitainment

After having served 13 years in the

San Quentin (Cal.) penitentiaryfor
burglary, William Evans has been
proved innocent by a deathbedconfession of his persecutor,and will be
The Mary Kingsley medal has been
awarded by the Liverpool School for
the Study of Tropical Diseases to Dr.
Charles Finley, chief sanitary officer
of the canal tone, and Dr. Theobald
Smith, of Harvard.
Prof. Burgess of Columbia univer-
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Industry against unfair competition.
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coln, Neb.,

Champagne growers
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OA-STOUX.

Old Ringold Rye Whiskey
Old and Mellow- Always Reliable.
SOLD BY ALL FIRST-CLASS DEALERS.
The Holland City

News Adverting pays.
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ATTORNEYS

WRATH.

Curiout Demonatration* to ExprtM In*

J-» Attorney at

jd

GUILLOTINE STIRS

STANDARD OIL AND COPPER MAO*
NATE HAS SUFFERED SEVERE STROKE.

diflnationof tha Populace Aro

Law

Led by Women.

Collections promptly attended
n ‘o. Office over 1st btate Bank.

Perl a. Sept 16.— The increasing Indignation of the masses against the
jyi cBRIDE, P. H., Attorney, Real
escape from the guillotineof SoieilEstate and Insurance. Office lant, known as the “monstrousvioin McBride Block.
lator and murderer,“ whose sentence
to death for the atrocious murder of
a 12-year-oldgirl was commuted last
week by President Fallleres to life

Due to Business Worry— His Rstlrament from Active Lift ProbableRelatives Reveal His Condition In
Boston

BANKS

PIRST STATE BANK, Comraercial and Savings Dept, G. J.
Diekema, Pres., J. W. Beardslee,

^

Mokma,

Cashier, H.
J • Luidens, Ass’t-Cashier. Capital
Stock, $50,000.00.
Vice-Pres., G.

HOLLAND

CITY STATE

BANK

J

Commercial and Savings Dept.
D. B. K. Van Raalte, Pres., C. Ver
Schure, Cash. Capital Stcck, $50,000.00
*

New

imprisonment,was expressed Sunday
in a reries of the most curious public
manifestations that have occurredin
France for a long time.
The demonstration, despite the fact
that several arrests were made, was
almost entirely an orderly one. Many
women participated.It was organized
not sd much against Soleillant,as to
fxpresu the v®lce of the populace
against the wave of unspeakable
crimes committedon little girls which

Law

Court.

York, Sept. 17.— Information

came from a sound source Monday
that H. H. Rogers has suffered a
stroke of paralysis. The president of

the Amalgamated Copper company
has been reported “111" for about a
fortnight,following his recent return
from Europe, where he went some
months ago for his health.
But despite the trip abroad and the
temporaryretirement from all business affairs, the Rockefeller chieftain
grew worse, an Illness which culminated In the stroke of helplessness.
It is said that the magnate has been
generally Incommunicado for a fortnight, only his near relativesand Intimate friends being permitted to his
bedside.One of these In a Boston
court Monday afternoon confirmed the
story, and gave details ot the finan-

lately has Incerased to an alarming de-

gree end which It Is feared the commutation of the sentence of Soleillant
will only stimulate.
Several thousand persons were en
jf^REMERS, II., Physician and gaged in demonstrations at various
Surgeon, Res. Corner Central points of the city, and especiallylarge
Ave. and 12th St. Office at Drug was the crowd in the Place St Am
BtPTISTS IN I
Store, 8th St.
biuse near which lived little Martha
Frberdlng, the victim of Soleillant.
BROWNSVILLEAFFAIR NEARLY cier’s breakdown.
3C?PFrB5HS -SV-btiSaS’aSESfy
The recent order to close the MonThe rage of the women of this district
&>.
DISRUPTS CONVENTION.
tana mines of The Amalgamated Cophas been great since President Falper company is supposed to have been
HEBER, Druggist and lleres chowed clemency to Soleillant
Reiolutiona Severely Critlclalng Room- given by William Q. Rockefeller,who
Th*v assembled Sunday afternoon
| * * and Pharmacist. Full stock of
»ND
the
velt Replaced by Milder Set
will take tho position formerly occuwith their husbands and sympathizers ARCTIC EXPLORER’S AIRSHIP
is pertaining to the
'goods
the business. and were augmented In numbers by
pied by Rogers as the field general of
After Stormy Discussion.
/ a
AMERICA
LANDS
ON
A
25
?5 E. Eighth Street.
WITH
the Standard Oil party.
crowds of curious persons. Their orGLACIER.
Will Retire, Anyway.
derly cries for Justice were quickly
Washington,
Sept. 17. — Despite the
r^OESBURG, II. Dealer in Dru^ changed to cries of “Death to SoleEven
should Rogers recover, It Is
efforts of some of the leaders to keep
Medicines,Paints, Oils, Toilet illuni!”and “Down with Fallleres!"
believed that he will not return to his
out of its discussions all matters poArticles. Imported and Domestic as »he procession,led by a woman who Storm la Encountered— Machinery litical, the national negro Baptists’ place In the directoriesof the various
Worked
Well, But Gale Was Too
CNSUMPTION Price
corporations with which he has been
carrltd
a
little
girl
on
her
shoulders
cigars. 8th street.
convention Monday, after
stormy
0UGHS
and . 50c & $1.00
Strong — Attempt to Reach Pole
Identified.
with the purpose of indicating the obFOR
........
session in the course of which PresidI'reo Trial.
Abandoned for Year.
It develops that the sensational
ject of the manifestation, moved toing Officer Morris threatened to leave
slumps In all of tho securities conward the Place De La Republique.
Barest and C^mcKOGt Cure for all
the chamber, hotly debated the
and LUNG TROUBtrolled by the Standard Oil clique
PLIEMAN, J. Wagon and Car- Soon the streets were choked by a Tromsoe, Norway, Sept. 14.— Walter Brownsville affair.
LES, or MONEY BACK.
were due largely to the Indoor knowlriage Manufacturer, Blacksmith vast mob, and the police reserves were Wellmro and his party, composingthe
The committee on the state of the
and Repair Shop. Dealer in Agri- called out to disperse it. The parade, Wellraan-Chlcago Record-Heraldpolar union had refused to eliminate from edge of what had happened to Rogers.
A few friends, knowing what had ochowever, assembledagain, and several expedition, arrived here Thursday
Us report all reference to the question
cultural Implements. River Street.
of the more violent demonstratora evening on the steamer Frltbjof from and had prepared resolutions on the curred, took advantage of their Information to noli stocks. Amalgamated
were arrested.
Spitzbergen.
subject which, It was learned, severeLi UNTLEY, A. PracticalMachinist Meantime other parades had been
Copper In these two weeks dropped
Mr. Wellman says the airshipAmerMill and Engine Repairs a organized in differentquarters of the ica left her shed September 2 and ly criticisedPresident Rooseveltand some 16 points, Anaconda ten, St.
strongly praised Senator Foraker for
specialty. Shop on Seventh Street city, one in the Place Vendome, at made an escent In bad weather, but
Paul eight and the rest of the Rockethe stand he had taken. It was only
near River St.
feller properties proportionately.
the ministry of justice. This, also, was she proved so strong and behaved so
through fear of disrupting the convenThe decisions against the Standard
led by a woman with a babe on her well that a start north was ImmediateDeKOSTER, shoulders. The crowd shouted “Death ly made. The airship,however, en- tion that the delegates,after support- Oil company and the failure of the
ing
the
purpose
of
the
committee
to
wit.
i n<tiea. tsk nrunlat fbl
Dealers in all kinds of Fresh to violators." At nightfall this pa- countereda storm, was driven back
Rockefellers to stem the Jtremendom
CHICHEKtKK.S I.Nul.IMIIIn Red and
submit the report, reconsidered and
field metulllpbox m-jM with blu« ribbon. and Salt Meats. Market on River St.
slump* In their companies are sup*
rade was dispersed by the police, who and landed on top of a glacier, EveryTake ne oO><-r. Uf ^ dnnirerona •abnll
consented to a milder set of resoluIkMeatandIruS'nllon*. Iln\ ofyour Dniftiat,
posed
to have been contributory
feared that with darkness disorder thing was saved.
tions offeredby the presiding officer,
or lend
f.-r rnrllrnlar*, Tentl*
causes to Rogers’ condition.
toalaU mid •• K.-llef lor l.u.iiea." (n Utur
would break out Smaller processions
Airship Beat* Steamer.
The resolutionsare a» follows:
67 return .Kit U.
r«Mlin<inlulii. Sold b7 ii_
traversed the grand boulevards of the
Condition Revealed In Court. '
When the airship left the shed it
nroorlrta CUJCUKBTPH CHCMIOAL CO.
"In common with all good citizens,
«
PA Drugged. Robbed, Injured for Life city.
was anchored to a steamer, the Ex- wo deplore what has come to be . Boston, Sept. 17.— U pop the evl.
Nothin* more truthfulcan be said of on
ijenc? pembers of tho family of,
press, which helped to tow It to Vogel
afflicted with Pile* who I* induced to buy an*
STUDENTS BEATEN BY TOUGHS. Hay Island, two miles northward to known as the Brownsville affair, and 1 Henry H. Rogers and the family pb/^
use any pile medicine. Ircilc of dark agesj con
we trust that time will yet reveal the
uinimtoiiium or other narcotic poisons,.enrolslclap that Mr. Rogers suffered a
Camp Wellman. Relsenberg and Vand- real perpetrators of the crime.
lead, mercury or cocalnc.-Dr. n. thicPurdue University Boys Suffer at man occupied the car. The motor was
ago.
stroke last July, and has since been
"The
untire
country
is
under
a
debt
Dr. I* Oriffln-'I know
t in a!)
Hande of City Hoodlum*.
found
to
work
splendidly
and,
when
it
unable
to transact any business,
you assert in your pamphlet relative to the preof gratitude to the Hon. J. B. Foraker
vailingtreatment of piles with ergot, lead, co
was started, drove the America, ahead and others who secured for the Judge Hammond, In the supreme
caine. mercury or any naracotio poison, youi s.
Lafayette, Ind., Sept. 14.— In a riot of the steamer. It was found that the
1 court Monday, announced that It
etc-. A. W. Wilson. M. D.. 1.18 West Madison St.
soldiersthe right to be heard in their
Chicago. Prof. Wilson is one of the faculty and between Purdue university students airship answered her helm well.
( would be cruel to compel his attendrzwr? jotwjt trflurr a trustee of the leadingmedical collegeof Chic- and city toughs here Friday, six stuown defense."
ance In court, and dismissed a motion
ago.
Beaten Back Over Mainland.
What PEFFEB’SNERVIGOR
Did!
_______
“Anywellinformeddruggistwhodealshon-dents were seriously Injured and 15
to that
;
Off Vogel Bay Island the America
ADMIRAL WALKER IS DEAD.
It acta powerfullyand ((UlcVIyCures when all estly with the public will say that ALL of the others were badly beaten.
i
Tho
condition
of
Mr.
Rogers
waa
other*fail Young ukq regainlost manhood: old old pile medicines contain narcotic poisons
was freed from her anchor ropes, but
Students were returning to the unimen recover youthful vigor. Ahsolutvlr Guar- ergot, leader mercury.--E. W- Lloyd. Ph. g!
an Increasinggale and a driving snow- DistinguishedRetired Naval Officer disclosed In the course of a hearing on
versity from a dance in this city when
a motion to show that he was capable
Col°storm' beat her backward over the
Succumbs to Heart Disease.
Ssr
on/y 7?on-1?ar*otie they were attacked by a score of
of attending the trial of a suit against
mainland
of Spitzbergen.Seeing the
4nd(*crrl(a»iYardsert u amry :.ml
zPt'i*Cur»
toughs. They were being badly beaten
him for $50,000,000brought by C. M.
Don't let drusgistImpede a wortlje** substitute
wr*
hopelessness of attempting to battle
York Beach, Me., Sept. 17.— Rear
when one of the students ran to West
7n°,U
in<rAfr0nr-!5f
... e-RU-SA CURES PILES or 150 paid
with the gale, the valves were opened Admiral John G. Walker, U. S. N., re- Raymond, of Somerville, for alleged
t>HKcar
n vest
1 Prr-t'a n! nlal.l wl!.
)) 01t ^‘UM;8curcU w*th one box of Erusa.
Lafayette and gave the alarm. A large
and the balloon quickly descendedon tired, died here Monday. He had been conversion of certain royaltiesin conVl per box, or U for Ho, w. ill A Written Guar- ^un,l^e<ls10fcomPeUmt and reliable doctors and
antaeioCuranrir.-t'-u
-iMonoy.P.-niphietfreadruggistsisdorae above itatements and I chall- crowd of students and citizens re- a glacier.
nection with the production of peill for some time, but his death was
PEFFEU MED'CAi .iM’N. Chicago, I1L engcdeninl.-Dr. L. Grlffln. Chicago. III.
sponded and ran to the levee, where
The occupantsof the car secured quite unexpected.He hnd been spend- troleum.
Ask followingleadingDruggists for addition
W.
the six studentswere found unconal proof a hundredfold. Only reliable and upThe hearing began last week, with
the balloon. A rescue party from the ing several weeks with his family at
to-datc druggistsof Holland Sell E-RU-SA Pile scious. After a hot fight,during which
Cure-Namely .Chas. D. Smith: John W. Kramer
steamer reached the glacier an hour the cottage of Miss S. A. Pickering of the testimony ofrDr. Charles P. Pratt,
students and toughs alike were badly
and J.O. Doesburg.
and a half later and had considerable Salem, Mass. Death was due to heart of New Bedford, who stated that Mr.
beaten,five of the latter were arersted.
F. S.
l)
( Rogers had suffered from a stroke last
difficulty in saving the airship. The disease.
The most seriously Injured are John
July, and was unable to attend to his
Physician a-iJ urgecn.
balloon portion had to be cut in two
JlOO.
Washington, Sept. 17.— Aside from business.
Miller and M. J. McChesney, of
and
the
car
was
taken
to
pieces
In
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO DI8
his generally distinguished service In
Charleston, W. Va., students.
Dr. K. Detehn’s Anti Diuretic
Has Been III Since July 22.
order to enable the rescuers to transRASES OK WOMEN AND CIULDKKN.
the navy, Rear Admiral Walker, who
In support of the claim that Mr.
port it over the Ice hills and fissures
May be worth to you more than
G. A. R. ELECTS C. G. BURTON.
died Monday at York 'Beach, Me., had
J'iglitCalls IVoiiiptlyAtteudcd lo, Rogers was too 111 to appear, four witto the sea. After two days’ work this
| $100 if you have a child who soils
held several ImporTant assignments,
was successfullyaccomplished and on
nesses were heard Monday. The first
Missouri Man Chosen Commander-inthe
most
conspicuous
of
whlbh
was
Office on tlio corner of River
.fron’ ‘"“"‘enence ol
was Urban H. Broughton,the son-lnthe evening of September 4 the memChief by Veterans.
chairman of the Isthmian canal comCures old and
law of Mr. Rogers. He said that
Eleventh Streets, "where he can
V.1?-® s l"G^*
bers of the expedition got back to
mission.
which
office
he
held
from
found night nnd day. Citizena ?!mnial,k: It arrests the trouble Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. 13.— Charles Dane's Island,whence they sailed for 1899 to 1901. Admiral Walker was 72 since July 22, when Mr. Rogers was
at once. $i.oo. Sold by Heber
lephone 110.
G. Burton, of Nevada, Mo., a former j Tromsoe September 8. Maj. llersey years of age and was retired with the . taken 111 in New York, his father-inWalsh, Druggist,
law had been unable to transact any
member of congress, was elected Is returning In a fishing boat.
rank of rear admiral after 49 years on
Holland, Mich.
business, and that soon after that
Abandoned for a Year.
Thursday commander ln-chlef of the
the active list. He saw distinguished
Vries,
Trondhjem, Norway, Sept. 14.— Wal- service during the civil war and date Mr. Rogers told him that BroughGrand Army of the Republic, which is
ter
Wellman on arriving at Tromsoe commanded several Importantsquad- ton must pick up all his business and
hpldlng its forty-first annual encampOffice hours from 8 to 12 A. M. am.
carry on the affairs to the best of his
announced
that ;e had definitely rons during his naval career.
A Uuman^pppa!ment
here.
from 1 to 6 i\ M. Office over 210 Rivability and knowledge and that he
abandoned
for
this
year,
after
a
disasOther officers elected by the enA humane citizen of Richmond,
er Street.
j would not hold Mr. Broughton reInd., Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 campment were as follows: Lewis C. trous trial of his airship, the proposed
MURDERED IN MEXICO.
sponsible for any mistakes. At this
Any «ud wiHiiug
nee me after
attempt to reach the north pole.
West Main St., says; ‘‘I appeal Griffith, Troy, N. Y., senior vice comtime, Mr. Broughton testified,the phyorbefore office hours can call me up
The airship ascent September 2 was
mander;
William
M. Scott, Atlanta.
Gsorge Rose, of Michigan,Slain by sicians had refused to allow Mr.
to all persons with weak lungs to
In
a
strong
northwesterly
wind,
which
by phone No.
Rjsldence 115 East
Ga., Jurior vice commander;Dr. Lane
Bandits In Guanajuato.
take Dr. King's \’ew Discovery,
Rogers to see any members of the
Taneyhlll, Baltimore, Md., surgeon drove her southeastward over the land.
18th Street.
the only remedy that has helped me
family,not excepting his wife.
It
was
found
necessary
to
cut
the
balgeneral; Bishop Samuel Fallows, ChiLaporte, Ind., Sept. 16.— A telegram
Face and Body Distorted.
and fully comes up to the propri- cago, chaplaln-ln-chlef.
loon adrift from the other parts of the
received Sunday from Dwight Furness
At present,he testified,Mr. Rogers’
etor’s recommendation.” It sav«s
airship,
but
It
was
recovered
after
two
Toledo, O., was selected as the place
of Fumessville, Ind., who is United face Is distortedon the right side, the
' more lives than all other throat of meeting for the next encampment. days' search.
States consul at Guanajuato, Mexico, left side of his body is out of its natMr.
Wellman
says
be
will
make
an'and lung remedies put together. The date will be fixed by the national
tells of the murder there by Mexican ural position and his speech is afother attempt, with a new airship,In
council of administration.
t Used as a cough and cold cure the
bandits of George Rose, an American, fected.
1908.
world over. Cures asthma, bronand the Injury to his wife.
| Henry H. Rogers, Jr, corroborated
DYNAMITE IN GRAIN BUNDLES.
The murdered man was a son of W. his brother-inlawIn many respects.
For repair work and building jehitis, croup, whooping cough,
RICH YOUNG f kN IS KILLED.
A. D. Rose, of Benton Harbor, Mich., He said that there had been only a
quinsy, hoarseness, and phthisic, Five Thrething Hands Badly Injured
will get bargains by calling at
on Wlsconeln Farm.
stops hemorrhagesof the lungs and
C. Berry Wlnship, of Wa*hlngton, and was 34 years old. He was gradu- I slight Improvement in his father’s conated from the Michigan Agricultural dition since July and that the only
builds them up. Guaranteed at
Thrown from Hi* Horae.
college In 1896, and In 1900 was mar- j business he had done waa to sign
Chippewa Falls, Wte., Sept. 14.— An
Walsh Drug Co.’s drug store. 50c.
explosion of dynamite placed in a
Washington, Sent. 16. — C. Berry ried to Miss Winifred McGrath,of Salt | three blank checks and give a power
and look over their stock of and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
bundle of grain injured five men and Wlnship, 21 years old, a member of a Lake City.
j of attorney to open a
safe deposit
Hardwood Lumber that they are
wrecked a threshing machine Friday prominent family of this city, was alMr. Rose was connected with a ! vault in New York,
Hrtl I ICTPR'Q
on the farm of Peter Peterson, near most Instantly killed in Rock Creek Mexican mining and . transportation j Norman W. Nesbit, a New Bedford
selling at reduced prices.
Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggeis here. Investigationdeveloped the Park Sunday by being thrown from company, of Guanajuato, Mex., in the j dentist testified that he had attended
A Buiy Medici,-*tor Busy People.
fact that sticks of dynamite had been his horse which shied at an object capacity of a mining engineer. Ac- Mr. Rogers twice within the last six
Bring* Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
placed in several bundles of grain. In the road. One foot of the rider was cording to the telegramfrom Consul weeks and on both occasions he noA spcclflo for Constipation.Indigestion.
Liver
and Kidney troubles. Pimples. Eczema, Inipur. The miscreant has not been located.
held fast in the stirrup, and he was Furness Rose was shot by robbers. ticed that he had not changed and was
0.
Kiood, Had Breath, Sluggish Dowel*. Heuducbdragged for some distance and kicked Whether he died instantly or lived very nervous.
nnd Dackache. Its Rocky Mountain Tea in tabBreak In Operator*’ Strike.
let form. 35 cents a box. Genuine made by
into' insensibility. Dr. Glennon, of some time after the attack is nqt
The last witness was Dr. Pratt, who
Cleveland, O., Sept. 14.— There wa*
Molusteii Dkoo Compaxv. Madison. Wl*.
the public health and marine hospital stated." Mrs. Rose was also shot, but told the court that he could not state
•OLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE a decisive break in the local telegraexactly what would be the ultimate
service,who came along in an auto- It is believed that she will recover.
All Operations Carefullyand Thorphers’ strike Friday when eight forresult of the attack of last July, nor
mobile Immediatelyafter the accident,
oughly Performed.
mer striking operators, including the
$15, COO, COO Damage* Awarded.
to what It was due. He thought It
picked up the prostrateman and startvice president of the local telegraHalifax, N. S., Sept 17.— Justice might be apoplexy, or perhaps a clot
ed
for a hospital, but Mr. Wlnship
Ofliw over Doesbnrg’s Drug StoreTake the genuine, original phers’ union, returnedto work with
lived only a few moments. The young Longley, of the supreme court of Nova on the brain or a Blight paralytic
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TEA the Postal Telegraph & Cable comHourt — 8 to
man had just come into a large Inher- Scotia, Monday night delivered a de- shock.
1 to5p.
Made only by MadisonMedi- pany.
cision In favor of the plaintiff in the
itance. cine Co., Madison,WIs. |i
Physicians Indicted as Trust
keeps you well. Our trad*
action brought by the Dominion Iron
Navy
Goes
to
Wales
for
Coal.
ark cut on each packagr
Dubuque, la.. Sept. 14.— The grand
Fred
G.
McNally
Is
Dead.
and
Steel
company
against
the
DominPrice, 35 cents. Never sob
London, Sept. 17.— The United
To Core a fold ii Odd D»t*
In bulk. Accept no substi.
Chicago, Sept. 17.— Frederick G. Mc- ion Coal company for the recovery of Jury - of Bremer county Friday reStates navy department has contracttute. A*k your druggls*
Takt Laxative Bromo Quinine Tab
Nally,
for three years president of the $15,000,000damages for breach of con- turned indictments against 14 physied with Welshlflrmsfor 100,000 tons
lets. All druKirtalerefund ibe mi cey
cians for violationof the at&te antiof the best steam coal, the delivery to publishing firm ot Band, McNally A tract In not supplying coal suitable for
If they fall to cure. E. W. Gn vee*
trust law, the medical society having
Advertise in the Holland City extend over 1908. The price agreed Co., died Monday.
metallurgicalpurposes.
lignature on ever? box.
raised foes some time ago.
News.
upon has been kept secret
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John Van Diest of Manhatta,
The new water system has been- Born to Paul R. Coster, last night
Montana, will have an exhibit in the
a cost of over {300;
/ Miss Anna Schrotenlwer of East but the improvement is well worth
Agricultural Hall at the Fair which
f Cards
Card* have been received an/Siiigatuck and John Mulder (f the money aud will prove a great
will prove of great interestto the
nouncing the approaching marriage
LOCAL.

installed at

ALL

married tonight by convenience to patrons of the Fair,
farmers. He will show samples of
of Elizabeth Caroline Kleaver to
parsonage at 8
grain and potatoes grown on the ir
Nicholas Sprietsma.The weddin
\ o’clock.
Mr. C. Vinke was in town yester- of this popular young couple wil8 rigated lands in that, section of the
day. He used to be a resident 0 take place Wednesday, October 2, country. William Overbeek, living
The oest advertisement that any
north of the city, returned Friday
Holland but has not been here foi
at the home of the bride’s father,
store can put up is to have it lighted
from atrip to Montana where he in10 years. He expressedgreat sur205 West Twelfth street.
up properly. The gas arc lamps
spected the lands of the Manhatta
prise at the size the city has become'
that the Holland Gas company is
since he left it.
In a severe electrical storm yes company and ho will be present te
fitting out furnishes all the light
terday afternoon a barn belonging vouch for the genuineness of the ex
that any store can desire.
Mrs. Mary E. King reached Hol- to Charles VanduVelder near Zee hibit. Mr. Overbeek is enthusiastic
Robert Moore was relieved of land last week on her return from land was struck by lightning. The over the line crops he saw there.
$345 last week on the train from her extended European trip. Mrs. loss is $2,500, partly covered by
A few peaches are moving each
Detroit to Grand Rapids. Moore King has opened her home on East insurance. Several barns in the
night to the Chicago market and re
13th
street
and
will
spend
the
com
southern
part
of
the
county
were
just got married recently to a Chi
visited by lightning during the turns from the sales are most pleas
cago girl and is well known in ing winter in Holland.
ing to those who hava peaches to
day’s storm.
these parts. He is one of the
William O’Malley, drunk, was arship. Small sixth bushel baskets of
wealthy citizens of Allegan. Specrested by Patrolman Steketee TuesMrs Henry Baumgartel of Land good yellow fruit are selling readily
ial railroad detectives have been
day noorf1 Justice Van Du ren taxed street appeared in court Tuesday at from 50 to 60 cents each and such
sent on the trail of the thieves.
him $5 to cover fine and costs. charged with assault upon a young fruit is netting nearly $3 per bushel
O’Malley had a load of Chicago daughter of her neighbors, Mr. and here at Fennville. Elbertas will be
* Miss Etta Groveene Buss of Grand
booze and claims he did not get Mrs. Bosma. In a neighborhood the bulk of this year’s crop and
I Rapids, and M. Everett Dick were
drunk in Holland.
quarrel Mrs. Baumgartel tore the will commence to move next week.
' married last Thursday afternoon in
The farm residence of J.
Ed- dress of the child and bruised her. Several local growers are planning
'•that city. J Miss Buss formerly lived
She pleaded guilty and was ordered to unite in loading a few cars of
here; unfair. Dick is now employed wards on the lake shore was struck
this large variety and expect to sens book keoper at Buss’ Machine by lightning during the storm Tues to pay for the dress.
I Overis*-!will be

: Rev.

Keizer at

the

cone
TO

..

_

W,

works in this city. Mr. and Mrs. day night and damaged to the extent
Dick will be at home to their friends of about $50. It was covered by in
after October 15 in the Slagh block su ranee. No one was in the build
ing at the time. The farm is known
on East Eighth street.
os the George Smith place.
Two well known yuu.ig people of
East S^o- atuck, Miss Ida Sielkling
John B. Steketee, who graduated
and Mr. Gerard Scliutt, were mar from the seminray last June has
ried at the county home of the been extended an invitationto preach
bride’sparents, last Saturday. A
in the Arcadia church at Newark, N.
large number of guest from Grand J. He has also been asked. to take
Rapids and Holland were present, the principleship in the Academy at
and some fine presents were re Harrison, S. 1). Mr. Steketee has
ceived. Mr. and Mrs. Scliutt left not yet accepted either one of these.
for Grand Rapids, whereMr. Shutt
Arrangements are being made for
il employed in the grocery busiwork of considerableconsequence at
ness.
the Cappon k Bertch tannery in
The Merchants’ Association went this city. The plan is understood to
after the auction stores last Tuesday
be for utilizing the waste steam for
night at their regular monthly meet heating purposes in the plant. About
ing. The legislative committee has fifteen thousand feet of pipe will
taken it in hand and will try to have probably bd used in the work.
the license made so high that it will
be impossiblefor the auction steres
Cards are out announcingthe apto operate' The regular business proaching marriage of Otto G Kan.
men have been greatly harmed in chief chemist for the Holland Sugar
their businessby these birds of pas company and Miss Shoukje Piepensage concerns and they think they paal of Velp, Netherlands.Mr'
ought to bo protected against them- Fan has been residing in this city

’CongressmanG. J. Diekema

is

putting in sbme of his best licks to
secure a breakwater for the city of

Gil Van Hooven is one of the cure not less than $3 per bushel,
most enthusiasticmembers of lhe debveretl m bushel baskets here at
thf'.™r', The ory short crop aud
near Holland >'tlve ,leman<l or ,I>each<‘88 1 ov"
during tbe last few weeks, and has ‘he coun,ry certal")y"''lr,rant8',<'h
been instrumentalin securing some ' PrK'fH or 8ven h'?lier for fanc>'
ol the best known horses in the g™les.-Allegan News,

speed committee.

He basbeeo to

several of the Fairs

;

_

also!
i
1234

Michigan circuit. Gil will
have a horse or two of his own in
lhe races'

'
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All the ladies of Holland and
do fine needle work,
knitting,or crocheting, are urged
to exhibit the same at the Fair next
week. The directors have made improvements in the Art Hall so that

LilIie ..... 3*
Osman ... 36

vicinity who

B,ack

Danhof

v
v
v

Keating

Terry .....

a

most of the work can be protected jiimiiing . a
from the dust, and the superintendents will attend carefully to all Total ...176 lie 232 253 188
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_ _ _ — _ _
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was
and
oec.
new

articles left in their charge.

,s, ,°'er "^th- wh“!1 thr^
the men who will write
constitution for Michigan
of Fair
have been chosen. Nowhere in the
# state did anybody seem to care who
Geo. P. Hummer has brought suit was elected delegate to the constltuagainst Henrv DeKruif and Albert tlonal convention, and but very few
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Relative Question.

a great

At
old

Is a

considered

Grand Haven* The board of trade
that at that
venture.
of Grand Haven asked him to do
the company was practicallybank- fn years. It depends on his mental
somethingfor the constructionof
and that the stock he secured an(1 Phyatcal condittom Some men
The Holland Fair boosters went rupt,
tbe breakwater Mr: Diekema imf
.1,1 „ rr are older at 40 than others are at 70.
for his money was worthless He It hag been 8ald wlth a degree of
mediately wrote a letter to the sec- on a trip North of the city last Monthereforesues to recover what
that a man l8 as old ag he feel|
refarr of war, mi which he recoin day. They did the work as thoroughinvested.
mended that an appropriation be ly as it could be done, putting up
Another Chance for Rest Gone,
made for the purpose. Senator bills all along the way. The nice The officers ofthe Fair and the pub
Smith has nlsj been asked to give feature about the trip came on the lie spirited men who devoted their Sales of real estate have been made
return. The weary boosters arrived time going to different parts of both by wireless telegraphy from steamthis matter his attention.
at the farm house of Geert Riemers counties on advertisidg trips for ships far out in the Altantlc. It is posThe father of J. M. VanderMeul ma 0 miles from town at about 7:30 the Fair, find that the feeling Bible this marvel of science may soon
en aa.i -Attorney C. VanderMeulen, o’clock. Mr Riemersma gave them towards the Associationis very be used by speculators for stock
who Ins held a charge in the Re the glad hand, and what was per friendly. On every side they have *J“bHng all the way from shore to
formed -church at Hales Corners, Imps more pleasing to them, also a receivedassurances that the attend shore.
Wise msin, has decided to give up fine chicken supper. Thoroughly ance will be great. The universal
x- O 3=*. X -A. >
pastoral work. Rev. VanderMeul- refreshed by this supper they took expression seems to be “Sure, we Be*r» thft />
'iw Haffl Alw3I?
en will make his home in this city, the trip homo.
are going to the Holland Fair. We Sigutoie
of
having bought a house ol M. Van
meet old friends there, we have a
Putten at Montello Park. Mr. Van
Miss Mary Chilton, who came to good time, and we also see a Fair
derMeulen is 69 years old and has Macatawa several days ago from worth seeing ”
been
mimstrv for forty-five Campbelleburg, Ky., to spend rv few
Friday has been selected as Hoi Siss Faiii taplmy
years. His reason for leaving the days with friends, died early Tuesland
Day at the Fair. Last year
work is tailing powers and ill day morning of typhoid fever. When
Teacher of Piano
for the first time the merchants
health.
first taken sick her parents, Mr. and
made an organized effort to make
Mrs. Chilton, were notified at KenHolland Day a success; and they Those desiring instruction pleme
Two imudred and fifty scats are
tucky, and immediately came here.
certainly
did make it a success, for
to be added to the seating capacity
The ’deceased was 21 years of age it was one of the largest Fridays in address or call ( IT/.. I honk 413/ 5r
of Carnegie Hall. The manage
and is survived by her parents and
the history of the Associaton.
ment ot th»> lecture course has not
one brother at Cincinnati, O. The
With the experience of last year to
Only secured a stronger series of
remains were taken away on the
guide them, Holland Day this year
lecturt-sthan ever before but has
evening train, and the parents were
will be a hummer. The merchants
lowered the price ol season tickets.
accompanied home by Dr. F. M.
are laying plans to close their Voor Timmerlieden, MctseThis has had its effect upon the
Gillespie.
places of business,and, as usual,
number o( those who will attend
laars, Smeden, Loodgieters
will be !oined by some of the facthe lectures to such an ( xtent that
en Meubelmakers.
The good roads question was
the seatint! capacity had to be inories.
Maaudatf, 30 September 1907 /.aI rfimr
brought up before the Merchants'
creased. The Holkeboer company,
John DeBoer has made an answer den ondergeteeUei dc, i» .1 Ron'ep.Arassociation and an active campaign
which is now working on the cliem, ,
,, will be started to improve the roads to the charges of Capitola DeBoer, icbttect.wonende Pm* street 277, wtsy
Ka laboratorym VanRaalle H,!!
h
his wife, who has sued him for di- no da 1
alhler, eti, vak.tee
kecschoul geopcid wordeu in sm Im
will do the work.
vorce.
lie
states
all
Ins
troubles
arose
cided to ask Mr. Earle to speak to
lokaten *an Hope College, nl. In Van
the association. It was d cided that from his wife’s craze for joining EUalte Halt. 2i« verdlepmg, da* nut
The museum at Hope College has
when Mr. Earle did come, the repre- lodges and taking insurancesinthem door het Bshtuur van genuemd College bereldwtlltg afgpstaan.
been enriched with a new curiosity
sentative of the rural mail carriers, in favor of her son by a former
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iu the shape af a doll dressed in lhe

provincialgarb of Axel, Zeeland.
The waxen figure presents a quaint
appeannee with ijs heavy full skirts
and waists of bright colors, the beads
around the neck and other adorn

showing the

style of dress

mother country. The curiosity was picked up by Prof, lief
bert G- Keppel of Zeeland during
his recent trip to the Netherlands
and he ina'de the donation to ids
in the
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ages, lhe su't grows out tne
0f the
the
which ?
Supply was
throughout
V
company
Lansing. In his bill
the
..
'Tr
i
.i.i
who
might have gone had V
years and has made
Mr. Hummer charges
bought
wenther
friends. He is one of
$10,000 worth
on
stateV
popular young men
town and ment
DeKruif
the com-; Age a
V
wish him luck
matrimonial
was
and
money
what age
man
an v
maker. He claims
time
man? This cannot be answered
for several

1

mater.

A well known citizen who gets up
about four cadi morning in order
that, he may lie down when the boats
arrive, saw two dark figures lurking
back of the trees across from his flat
this morning. He at once arrived
at the conclusionthat they were robbers aud at once telephoneda fellow
employee of his who was already at
tlmiockB and had him come down
toiife house after him. Then he
telep’ o eifthe night watchman and
had him come down and with this
formidable escort took his wife to a
neighbor’s and departed for his own
work. The formidable bandits across
the road lurking in the shadows to
rob and slay were later discovered to
be a neighbor and his boy who got
np early to see the comet. —Grand
Haven Tribune. '•
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Deiecurtiuszalaanvacgen met

he.

i

the farmers, and all interested citi-

marriage

zen, should be invited to attend the
meeting so that interestcould he
aroused throughout the district in
which it is proposed to improve the
roads. After Mr. Earle lias been
here to thoroughly explain the law,
and look over the situation, a regular campaign for good roads will be
conducted,so that next spring everything will be in readiness to begin
work on the good roads as soon as
weather conditionwill permit.

her charges he says that she did not tlmmerltedeo, metselaars, smeden,
need to wait in the dark for him to loudgletersen mtuhelmakers. rtchilljbring home oil for lighting pur- Dig en handteekeuen,terwtjl bet plan
bestaat daaraan later nog toe to voe
poses. AH she had to do was to gen ten cursus voor decorattescbilders
turn on the electric light. And as en raachintsten
Bet onderwijs,dat op dece school
to his furnishingthe table with
meat in 10 cent quantities, he says tal gegevrn worden Is zoodanlg Inge
rlcbt datelke vakman datteekeu-on
she had the use ot the best markets derwlfs onf-angt, hetwelk btj
and groceries in town. The alleged beeft voor bet vak dat h'J uitoefent,
trouble over the purchase of a lew volgros ter image liggend ieerpian.
Da lessen zullen in bovenueno
oranges for the lodge was really over
iokaal gegeven warden op Maand*./,
the practice she had of baking cakes Dlnsdag. Donderdag en Vrlldag av- nd
for the lodge and refusing to bake van 74 tot 9 uur.
them for him. In reply to her charge Om elk in do gelegenheldte stelltn
van bovengenoemde inrlcbting gebruik
that he refused her medical aid, he
te maken is bet leergeld zoo laag mo
says that
welcome to gelljk gesteld en bepaald op $0 25 per
the care of six doctors and a chris avond of ti-00 per week.
Men verblndt zlcb voor den t^heelen
tion scientist.
cursus van 30 September 1907 tot 1
Met 1908.

News has been received by

rela

lives in this city of the death of Mrs.
of the third
Hope college,who died
at the home of her daughter in
North Plainfield,N. J.. September
5. Mrs. Scott was bom at Piscatatawa, N- J-, November 13 1820 and

Marie Stella Scott, wife
president of

was married to Dr. Scott at Raritan
Landing. N. J.. July 25, 1850. They
came to Holland from the east in
1866 and Dr. Scott taught in Hope
college fora

number

becoming president

of years finally

of

Hope College

then small compared to its size now,

In answer to another of

she was

Private Sale.

its
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infchrtjvlng van leeriinven zal
hebben op Vrtjiag 20 Septem
ber 1907, des avonds tussoben7-8 uur
Monday and Tuesday, Sept, 23 and tan Pine street 277 west en op VrIJdag
24, at the home of Mrs. A. L. Shep- 27 September 1907 des avonds tu seben
ard, 577 Mich. Ave. Following 7 en 8 in voornoemd iokaal van Hope
Oollege—
Van Raalte Halt.
sc
articles will be sold: Farm implo
Voiwassenen zoowel a)s nogscboolments and household goods, includ- gaande Jongens kunneo aan dezen cur
ing piano, cabinet, two piano stools, 4US deelntmeo.
Bet leesgeld moefc betaald worden
and an anglus with 150 pieces of
blj wekelljkichevooruttbetallng De
music.
i:
»emte wekelllkscbe betaiing gescbleai 1

A

private sale will

be held next

encouraginggrowth
Doctor Scott died in this city in
1893 aud his widow has lived much
WANTED — Second-hand safe.
of the time since back in her nativ/
Must be fire proof and at least 12x18
state of New Jersey.
inches inside. Hardie, the jeweler.
the result of

geveu van vakteekenonderwijs aon

plaats

blj de

InschrIJving,
G. J.
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